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A B S T R A C T

This report summarizes Distributed Sensor Networks research conducted
during the period 1 April through 30 September 1978. One specifi c model
for function decomposition and distribution is presented. A top level de-
sign of a strawman DSN for detecting and tracking low flying aircraft is
described. High resolution acoustic signal processing algorithms for the
strawman are specified and sized. Additional features of a multisite target
search algorithm are presented. A moderately detailed model for simula-
tion of an acoustic node under various scenarios is developed. New model
simulation and experimental data analysis software are described and dem-
onstrated. Technical issues involved with and plans for a digital acoustic
data acquisition system are presented.
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S U M M A R Y

This third Semiannual Technical Summary (SATS) for the Distributed Sensor Networks (DSN)
pro~~~m reports research results 1~i the~~~i~od I April through 30 September 1978. Topics
covered Include decomposition and distribution models , strawman DSN description , single- and
multiple-site processing algorithms, acoustic-node models, model software and experimental-
data software, and experimental data acquisition facilities.

Our present ideas for the decomposition and distribution of detection and tracking tasks In
a DSN are oriented geometrically. Very briefly, sensors are grouped into sets and the dat a
from a set is used to detect and track in a specified region. Regions may overlap and , in gen-
eral, both the sensor sets and the regions are functions of time to account for variations of
system load or available resources. Chapter I, presenting a more formal statement of these
ideas, constitutes one general approach to DSN decomposition and distribution of which the
strawman system presented in Chapter II is an example.

In Chapter II we present a description of a strawman DSN that uses microphones and modest
rada rs to detect and track low-flying aircraft and cruise missiles. This system is not being
proposed as a system design to be developed and deployed to solve a specific problem. Rather,
it is the stepping-off point for furthe r analysis, simulations, and redesign. It is a specified
system context within which all system issues can be explored and DSN technology might be
developed and demonstrated. Subject to future design efforts , the system presented will have
the following characteristics:

1. Multiple geographically distributed cooperative sensors of limited
individual capability to detect and track low-flying aircraft .

2. Dist ributed intelligence for data screening, and in fact , to accomplish
all major system functions.

3. Adaptability to resource and load variations.

4. Packet radio for communication.

5. Large amounts of computer power to apply as necessary.

Topics addressed in this general design document include: system configuration, operational
modes, multiple-node processing, reporting of surveillance information to users, communica-
tions, sensors and sensor data processing, and digital hardware. Communication is given sub-
stantial attention because It appears to be a major DSN consideration.

Chapter III is a more detailed presentation and sizing of the high-resolution acoustic detec-
tion and azimuth-estimation algorithms that are incorporated into the design cited in Chapter IL
The algorithm is cornput ationafly Intensive and represents a worst-case load of some 11-million
floating-point operations per second for the acoustic array at a DSN node.

Chapter IV deals with multisite detection and location algorithms. The results of the last
part of our exploratory work on simple, decision-theoretic , surveillance-space-search algorithms
are reported. This was done In the context of using multiple -acoustic azimuth measurements.
A change from using approximate algorithms with three—dimensional cells to using exact algo-
rithms with two-dimensional cells was made and the expected Improvement obtained. Also, the
beneficial results obtained by using smaller cells In conjunction with Interpolation between actual
measurements was demonstrated.
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A model for an acoustic node in a DSN has been formulated and corresponding simulation

software has been written. Chapter V contains the model, information about related software ,

and some results obtained with the model and software. The software package can be used for

exploratory analysis of experimental data as well as simulations. This is partly true because

the simulation approach was to use actual wavenumber software to process the power-spectral-

density matrices that can be generated by the model without using real data. This matrix is

calculated theoretically from the range and source levels of targets and from additional informa-

tion about noise sources. The first-order validity of the model is demonstrated and the value

of multiple-dyad estimates of power-spectral-density matrices for the mult iple-target case is

also confirmed.
Chapter VI discusses digital acoustic dat a acquisition issues and alternatives for data

acquisition systems in support of future research.
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I. DECOMPOSITION AND DISTRIBUTION OF DSN FUN CTIONS

The functions of target detection, location, tracking, and identification are critical
Distributed Sensor Networks (DSN) functions that must somehow be decomposed and distributed
over the nodes and computer hardware of the DSN. We present one approach to the problem in
this chapter. (The strawman DSN design presented in Chapter II adheres essentially to the
same viewpoint , although differing in detail.)

Our geographically oriented approach to decomposition and distribution is summarized in
the following three sections. We:

1. Take a very high level minimally decomposed view of the overall surveil-
lanc e problem making use of many sensors.

2. Present a geographically motivated decomposition of the problem.

3. Discuss mappings of the decomposed problem onto the processors in a
DSN.

A. OVERVIEW OF A MULTIPLE-SENSOR SUR VEILLANCE SYSTEM

Consider a surveillance system that contains a number of sensor sites. Each sensor site
may contain any number of sensor types. The data from these sensors are processed and com-
bined to give the best possible overall picture of activity in the area under surveillance. Fin-
ally, a number of users with distinct interests wish to view the available data in independent
ways.
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Figure I-I shows schematically a proposed multilevel structure for such a surveillance
system. Raw data from a sensor site , s~, are operated upon by process , 

~~~~ 
In most cases ,

f1 will reduce data quantity and generate more significant signal parameter estimates or target
features. The f1 produces as much useful Information as possible about targets in the area
without recourse to the Information that can be extracted from other sensor sites. Just what
that useful Information might be depends on the overall surveillance algorithms. For acoustic-
array sensors the output data might be measurements of acoustic azimuths to targets and a
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summary of the spectral features of the target. For a simple radar it might include range and

azimuth , but with possibly very poor azimuth information. The 
~ 

mig ht also deliver raw data

on command , but that would be the exception rather than the normal operating condition.

The outputs of the f1 are processed and combined by a second level of analysis , M , to pro-

duce a comprehensive pic ture of ac t ivity in the area. It may not be the best p icture for all

purpose s, but it should be the best overall picture we know how to produce routinely.

User in terfaces and specialized views of the world at level three can be tailored to the needs

of individ ual users or tasks. They do sif ting and specialized organization. For the most part ,

they will reorganize and interpret summary data produced by M , but , through M, could also

make use of f
~ 

outputs including raw data.
As described , the s u rveillance func tion , exclusive of the different user views , is accom-

plished by processes , f 1.. . f~ and M. Although this represents some decomposition of the

problem , we consider this to be an essentially undecomposed version of the surveillance tasks
because M must handle all of the f~ in the system.

B. DECOMPOSITION OF SURVEILLANCE FUNCTIONS

Our approach to the distribution of the surveillance function in a DSN is to first find a
natural way to decompose the function into subfunctions. The subfunctions can then be imple-

mented by individual processes and mapped onto the processors in the system. More than one

of the processe s may map onto a si ng le processor , but the processes themselves will not be

distributed over more than one processor. We describe such a decomposition of the surveil-
lance functions in this section.

There is a natural decomposition for the DSN problem. Sensors have limited range and

can at any instant in time contribute to surveillance of the region in which they are located.

This leads to a natural problem decomposition that is indicated schematically in Fig. 1-2.

The surveillance region and the set of available sensors are decomposed into subsets that

cover the surveillance region and the complete set of sensors. These sets are l2~ . . f2 i~ 
and

S1. . . SD. The entire surveillance space is the union of the i = I , . . . D. The union of the
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Fig. 1-2. Structure of a decomposed multiple- sensor and -user surveillance system.
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S1 i = I ,. . .  D is the entire set of available sensors. The intersection of S1 and S
J 

is , in general ,
not empty nor is the intersection of and l2~ . Si is a set of geographically neighboring sen-
sors. is the largest area that could be monitored meaningful ly  using only the sensors in S..

In most cases , all the sensors in S1 will be located geographically in ii 1, although that is not
strictly required.

Given S , there is a multisite process , M~. that would use those sensors without external
information to perform surveillance of l2~ . Such processes are shown in Fig. 1-2 and are ex-
actly like M shown in Fig. I - I .  Thus the basic DSN functions can be broken down into many
very similar functions with a smaller number of sensors and areas of surveillance. However ,
the overall surveillance function now requires some coordination of these otherwise independent
elements. That coordination is the function of the C~ in Fig. 1-2.

Each C. not only deals with a number of M. to coordinate surveillance information , but also
becomes the prime system source of information about a region w~ contained in l�~. The are
all disjoint and completely cover the overall surveillance area. As shown in the figure , the
structure is a strictly hierarchical tree structure. However , the C1 may actually have either
explicit or de facto connections with other C

3
. One result of this would be that under  certain

failure conditions , users could continue to get essentially undegraded surveillance information
by using information from other than the primary C1.

A single level of users is shown in the figure. In general and in practice , there will be a
hierarchical structure of user functions built on the basic DSN. Although this is important , we
defer discussion to the following section where we consider distribution. We do note , however ,
that the figure should not be interpreted to mean that users do not have access to information at
any depth in the DSN. The system will allow the user to get data and information from any
process in the system on command. However , the prime user-mode will not and cannot be to
transmit large amounts of minimally processed data from many sites to a single site for pro-
cessing and interpretation. This must be done in a distributed manner  within the basic DSN.

C. DISTRIBUTION OF DECOMPOSED FUNCTIONS IN THE DSN

By definition each of the functions , f~ i = I ,. . . D, performs front-end data processing that
is specific to a single-sensor site. The amount of processing at a sing le site can be substantial
and easily justify the use of a dedicated computer. Also, the nature of front-end processing is
such that it is an ongoing real-time process with only minor load variations as a function of tar-
get activity. For example , an acoustic site must continue to perform frequency-wavenumber
array processing even when there are no targets present.  This means that there would be no
obvious advantage to implementing the individual f~ by processes distributed over more than one
DSN node or to implementing several of them , serving several sensors on a single processor
at a single node. Thus , each DSN sensor node will be colocated with a processor of sufficient
size to support the associated front-end processing required by the f1 function. Any other
alternative appears potentially to increase communication requirements with no compensating

• advantage.
Somewhat more arbitrarily, we constrain C1 and M1, not only to present further division

for distribution , but that they both reside on the same processor. The sense in which they are
decomposed no further is that the major multisite detection , tracking, and target identification
code experiences no further decomposition.

3



One system issue is whether DSN nodes should be homogeneous with respect to processing

capability or not. For a homogeneous system, any node could support multisite-processing

functions , M, C. However , if the number of multisite regions , D, into which the surveillance

space is split is small relative to the total number of nodes, N , this might lead to considerable

unused processor capacity at many nodes. In this case , there would be an argument for smaller

processors and distributed realization of the individual M
~
. Our proposed solution is to make

N = D and require the processor at DSN node i to support M
~ 

and C
~ 

as well as f 1. This is a

natural decomposition into small enough subfunctions to match a uniform set of node processors.

The DSN trial design (Chapter II) adheres essentially to this proposal.

For the decomposition and distribution approach outlined here , adaptation to changes in

available resources and variations in system load reduces primarily to adjusting the sets S1.

and for i = I ,. . . D. Of course , D will vary as the number of DSN nodes changes. Initial

DSN designs to be considered will do the adaption using some simple algorithms that adapt to

system configuration , but not necessarily to target load variations. For example , suppose 
~~

Mi, and C1 run on a processor , P1. located at node I of the DSN. We can assign any point In

surveillance space which is geographically closer to P~ than to any other processor to be in the

• region w~ associated with the functions running on The set , S~, can be determined by either

a geographic or communication distance from P~
; i.e. , sensors less than some maximum dis-

• tance away are included in the set.

Finally, we note that user interfaces will generally be hierarchically organized with some

parts supported by the same P1 as the rest of the DSN , and some parts suppurted by independent

processors. In the context of the trial design, the sector reporting function , which is included

as part of the basic design, is essentially one particular , but quite general , user interface. In

that case, it is supported completely by DSN processors. It has a distributed implementation

in that surveillance data from some few tens of C1 are collected at a single site and there is an

implied possible filter of the C1 outputs. That is , when the communication capacity cannot sup-

4 port all of the traffi c information in the sector , then reports from the C1 are made selectively.

That selection must be considered as constituting part of the view being implemented by that

particular user interface. The general decomposition and distribution of user interfaces is

beyond the scope of this section , which focuses on the most elementary DSN functions.

4
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II. DSN STRAW MAN DESLGN

• A preliminary hi gh-level desi gn for a DSN to detent  and track low-fl y ing a i rcraf t  and

cruise missiles is being prepared. The design incorporates small radar and acoustic-array

sensors and makes use of packet radio as the basic communicat ion  mechanism. The design is
• for a system that might be developed and demonstrated by the mid-1980s. However , there is

at this time no p lan to actually develop the system. The idea is that an attempted design of a
realistic deployable system is one of the best ways to identif y basic DSN problems and to evolve

solutions. We expect that in the future , the design process will be iterated several times with
major system changes resulting from lessons learned during earlier design phases. Repeated

designs and system evaluation without commitment to or actual development of a specific sys-
tern should be a cost-effective way to develop DSN technology and to eventually develop a specific

• DSN that is far more optimal than could be achieved by immediate commitment to a specific
system development program. The design is a true strawman. It is expected to evolve into a

design for a system that could be developed , but it is expected that the required changes may be
very major indeed.

The design summarized in this Chapter constitutes our current version-IA DSN design. In
the coming year the version-IA design will be the stepping-off point for system analysis and
software test bed simulations that will be used to further develop the design and demonstrate how

the system represented by the design might perform. The simulated systems will be denoted
IB , IC , etc. The plan is that they should all be outgrowths of the IA design , but may differ sub-
stantially from it.

Future plans also call for the development and demonstration of an experimental DSN con-
sisting of three or more nodes with real sensors. Such an experimental system, at lea8t par-
tially because of the limited number of nodes , will be somewhat different from the large-scale
systems represented by the version-I systems. The design discussed here is not for an experi-

mental system , but for a hypothetical full-scale system.

A. VERSION-IA DESIGN FEATURES

The following are major features to belexhibited by the version-IA design or follow-on de-
signs to be demonstrated in a software test bed:

• (I) The System is to Detect and Track Low -Flying Aircraft

The primary task of the DSN is to detect , locate , track , and identify
low-flying airc~ aft. It Is to make such surveillance data available
selectively to users who may be wi thin or outside of the DSN. Subject
to physical constraints dictated by sensor capabilities , the surveil-
lance data are to be made available in real time with only small delays
for processing and communication.

(2) Use of Multiple-Cooperative Sensors of Limited Individual Capability

• The system will make use of sensors that cannot furnlah the required
surveillance information individually. At the present time , attention

• is focused on short-range radars with very limited azimuth-measurement
• capability and small acoustic arrays that can measure the azimuth of

5
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FIR. 11-1. System configuration options: (a) area coverage, (b) honeycomb coverage ,
(C) linear barrier.
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sound sources. Data from multiple sites will generally be required to
locate and track a target and , as a target moves through the DSN , the
set of sensors reporting new measurements will change continuously.

(3) Distributed Intelligence is Used for Data Screening

The tremendous amount of raw data generated by large numbers of
sensors requires that computer dat a screening and analysis replace
manual inspection, and that this be done near the sensor because limited
communications bandwidth suggests that only near-final results be
communicated.

(4) Adaption to DSN Configuration and Load Variation

One potential advantage of a system that makes use of very large zmm -
bers of distributed sensors , and which also distributes the surveillance
function is the ability to adapt to and continue effective operation in the

F face of failure of various nodes in the system. The node failures may
be natural, due to damage resulting from hostile action or communication
failures resulting from jamming. Adaption to changing situations is a
generic feature of DSNs and must be included in version-I designs.

(5)  Packet Radio is Used for Digital Communication

Packet radio is a suitable communication system meeting the require-
ments of rapid deployability, moderately high rate of secure digital data
transfer, and unlimited system size. It is also one of several important

• research effort s in digital communication, and will benefit from evalua-
tion in a variety of different application systems.

(6) Very Large Amounts of Computer Power are Applied as Necessary

Large gains in the utility of sensors can be made using sophisticated
computer processing of the raw data , and large amounts of computer
processing power can now be made available cheaply using recently
developed integrated-circuit technologies. As a result, a large amount
of computing power can be located with each sensor , with the potential
for improved sensor performance and good results from cheaper sensors.

• 
- 

B. SYSTEM CONFIG URATION OPTIONS

Three different general configurations for DSNs are: area , linear , and honeycomb. Ex-

• 
. amplee of each are shown in Fig. Il-I. The 10-km basic spacing is the nominal spacing for

the IA system. In the IA system , each node has a packet radio , substantial processing capa-
btltty. an acoustic array and/or a small radar. The basic 10-km spacing has been selected to be
consistent with the communication system capabilities, acoustic sensor capabilities , and ter-
rain masking difficulties for low-flying aircraft. Also shown (Fig. I l - I )  are nodes on a 50-km
spacing grid that are denoted as sector nodes. These are surveillance-data collection points
and are discussed In Section E.

7
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The 10-km distance, like other parameters appearing in the version-IA design , is neither
unchangeable nor is it readily changed. Changing the value can have substantial global side

• effects. We have selected a single value and just note possible difficulties that might be en-
countered by increasing or decreasing the value.

Decreasing the 10-km value results In DSN systems that may be less cost-effective. Much
of the node cost is electronic and subject to tremendous decreases In price over the next
10 years. Very large-scale Integration (VLSI ) chips may someday result in the ability to fur-
nish node processing for only a few thousand dollars. In this case , much smaller spacing
options may become more interesting. This might Involve an acoustic-only system or the use
of extremely low-power, cheap, omnidirectional radars. Decreasing the 10-km value would
then increase problems with radars Interfering with each other. This should not be a problem
for the strawman system since the radars do have some limited amount of directionality. In-
creasing the 10-km value exceeds the useful range of acoustic sensors and introduces masking
problems with radar.

Version-IA design efforts have concentrated on area coverage geometry ~Flg. 11-1(a)). This
F is primarily because the uniform distribution of nodes will tend to generate a greater communl-

cation load than other configurations. Thus, if the communication issues for the area geometry
• I can be handled, the others should cause no difficulty. The design could be adapted to either the

linear or honeycomb situation. In the case of the linear configuration, the overall system would
tend to be much simpler. For the honeycomb, the system might be slightly simpler but the
problem of data association and tracking across sensor-free areas would be more difficult . In
the long run, an area system should function when large holes occur in the DSN. Thus , the area

system must ultimately treat the problem of association and tracking across sensor-free areas.

C. OPERATIONAL MODES

• Our strawman DSN has both small acoustic arrays and small radars at each node. This
provides for operation In a number of possible modes. A brief description and discussion of
three such modes follows. The discussion Is In terms of modes of a single system, but it should

• be clear that they could also correspond to systems using different mixes of sensors at the nodes.

1. Acoustic-Only Surveillance and Tracking

Detection and tracking can be accomplished using measurements made only by small acous-
tic arrays located at each system node. Individual arrays are used to obtain a series of single-
node detections and estimates of possible target azimuths. Such data are combined from several

• • such nodes to both perform surveillance for new targets and to track targets.
• In such an all-acoustic mode the system is passive except for the communications. It would

use less power than with radars In operation and the elements of the DSN would be less detect-
able than with the radars in operation. The lower detectability follows because radiated power
needed to communicate over 10-km distances is very much less than the radar power needed to
detect targets at 10-km ranges. However , In an all-acoustic mode the quality of present location
estimates and predictions of future positions would probably not be as high as would be possible

• when making use of radar. This is at least partially due to the inherent acoustic-propagation
time delay to the sensors.
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2. Radar-Only Surveillance and Tracking

Each DSN node has a small radar that can give good range information but very limited
azimut h and no elevation Information. As noted previo usly, if the system operates using only
these radar sensors it would consume more power , be more detectable , but probably be cap-
able of more precise estimates of present and future positions. The improved locations would
follow from multisite combining of range measurements and not from the use of radar azimuth
measurements. Since the radars furnish information for both surveillance and tracking the
most obvious mode for Individual radars is to scan and search for targets continuously. The
system can perform tracking by combining reports from individual radars that are functioning
physically in the search mode.

In a hybrid mode , some radars would scan some of the time , and keep beams physically

pointed at specific targets some of the time, to accomplish better tracking of already acquired
targets. Multiple sites would still be required for good location , but range measurements for
targets being tracked would not be constr’ined to one observation per radar scan time in the
surveillance mode. The utility of thi s hybrid mode and the impact on radar complexity and cost
are issues to be considered.

The hybrid mode assumes enough radar redundancy so that some fraction of the radars can
be diverted from the surveillance task and redirected to improve tracking information on selected
targets. This observation is true independent of whether radars are steered mechanically or

• electrically since the transmitted radar beam will be directed in only one direction at any one
time.

Our strawman system does not contain a directional acoustic receiver that is moved physi-
cally to point at targets. Thus , there is no acoustic-only hybrid mode that is entirely equivalent
to the hybrid radar mode. The closest equivalent would be to process data selectively for differ-
ent directions and frequencies rather than to scan the entire space of interest routinely. This
could potentially reduce processing loads , but we do not currently know how to do this without

• compromising performance.

3. Simultaneous Acoustic and Radar Surveillance and Tracking 
-

Making use of both acoustic and radar sensors is the option that generates the richest sys-
tem alternatives. Rather than try to mention a large number of them , we cite only a simple

scenario that represents a prime alternative to be investigated.
To minimize system detectability and conserve power a potentially useful mode of operation

is to perform surveillance using acoustic sensors and to operate radars only on cue for tracking.
• Such a mode of operation Is Indicated schematically in Fig. 11-2 for the situation where a target

is entering the DSN from outside of the DSN coverage area. Initial detection and rough location
is obtained acoustically as the target enters. The radars in the immediate and adjacent target
areas are triggered Into operation. As the target goes deep into the DSN the cuelng of radars
will be from extrapolation of target tracks. Internal acoustic sites will furnish backup as well
as continuous surveillance and target-signature information. Our current view Is that individual
radars will operate In the scanning mode with tracking done from the radar measurements ob-
talned. However , the more complicated radars suggested in the context of the all-radar-hybrid

mode could also be considered.

9
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D. MULTI SITE PROCESSING

Multiple-site target detection and tracking functions are to be perfo rmed at every DSN node
independen tl y of other nodes. Each node will use all the information available to it for this
purpose. The input info rmation will consist of sensor reports and tracking reports received
from neighbor nodes. In general , only reports received directly on a single radio hop from a
neighbor will be required or used for basic multisite processing. Figu re 11-3 shows the 12 nodes
that we assume would nominally receive a one-hop sensor report from a single node. This as-
sumption is discussed fu rther in Section G-i .

The sensor reports generated by a node summarize target information that can be obtained
by analysis of the data obtained from the sensors at that node without reference to any other
nodes. For acoustic sensors , this can be a list of the most likely directions for targets and a
summa ry of spectral characteristics for sound from each of those directions. For radar , this

• can be a list of possible ranges and rough azimuths plus some target doppler inform ation.
• , Tracking reports combine sensor reports from several nodes plus other available tracking re-

ports to give actual target positions and trajectory information in a directly usable system co-
ordinate system. The tracking reports may also summarize othe r target signature or identifi-
cation information.

There are a number of reasons for making every node a multisite node. One is the built-In
• redundancy that this achieves. In effect , a target may be under surveillance by, and be included

in , the tracking reports of several nodes. Loss of a few nodes , apart from the fact that sensor
data from those nodes will no longer be available , will not have a serious impact on system
performance. Another factor is the anticipated computational load of multisite processing and
sensor processing. In the current design , the computational requirements for sensor process-

• ing at each node are very substantial. A belief yet to be confirmed is that basic multisite-
processing computational load is not substantial relative to the basic sensor-processing load.
Thus the cost of routinely doing multiple-site processing with high redundancy will not substan-
tially add to computational hardware in the system. Another factor involves communications.
With each node being a multisite node we are able to design a system in which all sensor reports
require only on a single communication hop. By excluding mult iple-hop routes for sensor re-
ports we avoid an increase in sensor communication requirements that would occur for multi ple-
hop distribution.

• 
• At this time, the multisite processing of radar data has not yet been specified and only the

• general ideas of minimal acoustic multisite processing have been considered. We include here
a brief discussion of an approach to multisite tracking for acoustic data. More specifi c and

• detailed algorithms and procedures will be specified in the process of implementing simulations
of a functional DSN.

First we consider the multisite use of acoustic data for location. Measurements of acoustic
• azimuth are made at each DSN node every two seconds. The node locally tries to associate

successive observations so that It can deliver sequences of azimuth measurements that are
associated with a single target. The node cannot locate the target , but it can often furnish this
association between sequences of observations. Thus the multisite process has available as
Input a collection of lists of azimuths from several sensors with each list corresponding to
measurements of a single target from a single node. Some lists may have weak links and some
lists which should be a single list may be broken into two or more due to difficulties in correctly

It  
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associating sequential observations. The basic rnultisite task is to use these data to locate and
track targets.

As described in more detail in the March 1978 SATS report , each azimuth versus time
cu rve can be mapped into a possible position curve in the horizontal plane. A surveillance
time , T, earlier than the present time , is associated with a possible position curve and the
mapping from azimut h versus time to possible positions depends on T. Imagine that T is fixed
and that all of the possible position curves are displayed using a different color for each con-
tributing node. It should be relatively easy for a person to locate targets using such a display.
The targets are where segments from different nodes intersect. The DSN will require a pro-
gram to sift this display and find targets. Results reported in the March 1978 SATS show good
results with only two nodes and only one target , provided the target is not in certain areas rela-
tive to the two nodes where its position becomes ambiguous.

Exactly how radar will fit into the picture depends on yet undecided details of the radar and
how It Is to be used in the system. The strawman radar capability discussed in Section Il-G
supplies good range information , but poor azimuth resolution. Each such radar measurement
then, corresponds to a possible position curv e which Is a segment of circular arc. This fits
nIcely Into the above picture If the time of the radar observation Is the time T. Such radar-
possible position curves would , typically, be shorter than those generated by acoustic sensors.
This could be used to resolve ambiguities and possible ghosts that could not be resolved com-
pletely using only the acoustic data. However , there may be problems when the radar observa-
tions do not occur at time T. This a problem to be Investigated in conjunction with continuing
design and first functional simulations of a DSN. One possibility is that radar data , as me n-
tioned in our discussion of system modes , will not be used extensively for initial target detec-
tion and location , but will be used only for refining tracks for targets (and false targets) tent a-
tively detected and located acoustically. This would be the case if individual radars were
focused on specific limited potential target areas rather than being operated in a general surveil-

4 lance mode.
Independent of just how radars are used , there is always the problem of refining the track

• eatimate of a target given the ever-Increasing amount of data. There are considerable possi-
bilitles for track Improvement as more data arrives. Most likely, some form of Kaiman fi lter-
ing will be used for this purpose,

E. REPORTING TO SECTOR NODES

For reporting purposes , DSN geometries are divided into reporting sectors. Each sector
has at its center a sector node with which system users interface either directly or throug h corn-
munlcation links, The reports from tracking programs operating at every node in the sector
must be summarized and surveillance Information for the sector must flow to the sector node.
The flow of reports from the edges of the reporting sector to the sector node is by a patterned
sequence of broadcasts. The pattern is such that during normal operation and under good com-

- 

I rn untcatton conditions the reports In a sector are collected with time delays of one second. Fig-
ure 11-4 shows the configuration of reporting sectors for normal system operation. Normal

• 

• 

operation is defined as operation when all sector nodes are functional. The reporting sectors
are defined so that the sector associated with a sector node constitutes all of the area that is
closer to that sector node than any other sector. As shown , it happens that in addition to the
sector node Itself , the reporting sector contains 30 sensors of which 12 are on the boundary.
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Reports flow from the edges of reporting sectors to the sector nodes as follows. Each node
produces and broadcasts a report roughly once each second. This report is the best report
summary that the node can generate for an area around the node , which is known as its report
area of interest. Figure 11-4 also shows the area of interest for a typical node when the DSN
is in full operating condition with all sector nodes functioning. Each node ’s report covers a
particular area and the areas for different nodes overlap extensively. In preparing its report ,
a node uses all reports it has heard as well as its own multisite processing of Sensor reports.
It is clear how the sector node can generate a picture of Its sector from the reports it obtains
from neighbors (Fig. 11-4); and report coverage is quite redundant so the sector node can get
reports for a particular part of Its sector from many paths. This compensates automatically
for malfunctioning nodes , communication errors , and mi ssing paths. Provided there are not
too many communication link failures , the sector node will obtain new sector surveillance
information with no more than one-second delay. More link failures may increase the possible
delay. Of course , the sector node will also produce and broadcast Its sector report once each

• second.
Under normal operation , as described , each node in the DSN produces and broadcasts a

complete summary report once each second for a region of the same size and shape as the re-
port sectors associated with the sector nodes. Each node ’s report is limited In lengt h to about
1500 data bits. This is enough to accommodate 10 targets. If there are up to 20 targets , the
extra targets will be reported at the cost of halving the reporting rate by sending half the report
each second. Targets in some region may be “preferred ” and sent every second. Beyond 20 tar-
gets, node computers must discard targets of no Interest from some reports. For example ,
slow targets may be reported 2 seconds out of every 8. The performance of the system Is not
optimal above 10 targets and system behavior Is not yet specifIed above 20 targets.
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Saturation of the 1500 bits of a report by excessive numbers of targets is a problem that
can be more serious when some sector nodes are not functioning and their report sectors must
be absorbed into other report sectors. Figure lI-S show s the redefinition of report sectors
that results when a single sector node fails. Each neighbor has increased the area of its report

4 sector by one-sixth and problems can result, The report area of interest for nodes other than
the sector nodes, if unchanged from that shown In FIg. 11-4, is not sufficient to accomplish the
flow of surveillance information from the area near the failed sector node to the still-functioning
sector nodes. The shape of the report area of interest could be maintained and the size increased.

• However , this would mean that the same number of bits would be available to summarize a
larger area. The result would be a reduction in the target density, which could be handled. The
alternative (actually selected) is to allow different shapes of report areas of interest for differ-
ent nodes. For example, nodes near a functioning-sector node and on the side toward a failed-
sector node will have adjusted areas of interest to encompass areas further away toward the
failed node without Increasing the size of its area of Interest. The nature of the communication
pattern used to cause reports to flow to sector nodes is such that reports from the area near the
failed node will reach functioning nodes with delays on the order of two seconds if there are not
too many communication-link failures.

These issues would be more serious if more nearby sector nodes were to stop functioning.

F. COMMUNICATIONS

The DSN system will make use of packet radios for communication. However , the DSN

application and traffic Is quite different from that for which packet radio networks ha’. e been de-
signed. The normal P~ ket Radio Net (PRN) application is for large numbers of independent
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nodes each generating bursty traffic with low average rates. Although there are statistical
delay specifications, occasionally, very large delays may be experienced and tolerated. Errors
and lost messages are universally not tolerated and the system is designed and organized to
enforce this as much as possible. In general , there is no guaranteed performance for any indi-
vid ual user.

The DSN requirements differ substantially. The basic DSN is an organized set of nodes
wor king cooperatively. It is most likely that high target-density in an area will cause DSN com-
munica tion traffic to be high in that area. Satisfactory performance must be assured at such
critical times. In particular , some DSN functions will require assured dat a rates and delays
even in the worst conditions. Fortunately, the fact that the DSN nodes are not independent
should allow us to coordinate their communication and thus provide this essential guaranteed
response. In some cases, lost messages or messages received in error (which can be treated
as lost messages) may be somewhat tolerable.

In this Section we review a very simple packet radio model being used for preliminary DSN
communications system design and analysis, review the major DSN communication require-
ments, and outline a strawman approach for using packet radios to furnish the required service.
Only area surveillance with a uniform grid of sensor nodes is discussed. This is the most
stressing of the DSN system geometry options from the communication point of view. We have
used a regular hexagonal grid with the understanding that it must be possible to adapt to any
reasonable regular or irregular distribution of sensors.

I. Assumed Packet Radio Characteristics for Initial Design Purposes

The DSN projec t will use packet radio for communications. In general , the characte ristics
of an upgraded packet radio ( UPR) are assumed if they diffe r from the current packet radio.

Our model of the packet radio is very simple. We assume that in any given 10 millisecond

period a packet with up to 1500 data bits can be transmitted. The actual number of bits in the
packet may be as large as 2000 with the extra 500 being error control and other information not
considered specifically to be data. We assum e that the error control allows the receiver to
detect and discard all packets received in error. Nominally, this packet might be heard by any

neighboring node , 10 to 20 km away, with error rates discussed hereafter.
We assume that the time a packet is transmitted is under the control of the node ’s DSN

• computer. We assume that a node cannot receive more than one packet at a time. We also
assume that if two nearby n eighbors transmit overlapping packets , then the two packets will
collide and neither will be received correctly. (We do not use the potential of UPR to receive
the first packet and ignore the second.)

For the purpose of preliminary system analysis required to confirm that the DSN design
might work we have made simple assumptions about communication network connectivity and
probabi lity of correct reception of a packet over a single hop. We assume that 70 percent of

. 1  all single-hop transmission paths of 10-km length will be usable. The rest will not be usable
due to siting , transmission path effects , and masking . For paths of 17-km length (second
nea rest neighbors) the probability of usability is reduced to 50 percent. Longer paths are as-

surned to not be usable at all. Finally, the single-hop error-free transmission over a usable
path is assumed to be 70 percent. Such a figure ehould be achievable in practice.
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2. General Communication Requirements

The DSN communication system must furnish  several kinds of service:

(a) Sensor reports
(b) Surveillance reports and command distribution
(c) Special poin t-to-point.

Each of these is discussed briefly below.

(a) Sensor Report s Service

Each sensor node will broadcast a sensor report once each second to all of the tracking
sites that are within one communication hop. Such reports are a summary of the results of pro-
ceasing recent sensor data. In general , a node may take more than a second to updat e its local
world view based only on its own sensors. For examp le, the current design calls for this to be
done once every two seconds for acoustic dat a and once every four seconds for radar. Thus ,
with this situation , more than one sensor report will be available to distribute each new world
view generated from the sensors at the node.

A sensor report will contain up to 2000 bits. Of these, 1500 may be data and the rest com-
munication headers, error detection, time-and-site information, and other overhead, Given
a message of this size, each tracking node will receive on average (6 x 0,5 + 6 X 0.7) x

• 

• 

2.0 = 14.4 kilobits and transmit 2 every second. This follow s from the geometry and crude link
usability model discussed above.

There may be circumstances in which a single-hop link from a sensor to a tracking node
that should use it will not exist. Tracking computers will be allowed to arrange to obtain data
from selected multi-hop paths, but only insofar as the system has capacity to supply se data
without harming the operation of the overall system. This will be done using the special point-
to-point service. It is generally discouraged. The communication capacity for such multi-hop

4 service Is part of the capacity required for special service and is not considered to be part of
the basic sensor report service. The basic sensor report mechanism is to be one hop.

The detailed use of the 2000 bits in a sensor report is not totally specified yet. However ,
it is not likely that the number of bits (and thus the traffic ) can be reduced substantially.
Although the typical number of real targets in range of a sensor will be small — perhaps one
or even less — the system must be capable of handling several targets and , as a di rect result
of trying to report targets with poor signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) , will normally deliver several
fal se alarms each reporting period. Thus if only 10 possible targets are reported (sum of
actual target measurements and of possible ones , which , in fact , cannot be verified by mul-
tiple sites) we find that only 150 bits are allocated to each possible target. in general , we can

think of the sensor report as a summary of important characteristics of frequency-wavenumber
or range-azimuth-doppler power distributions rather than target reports as such. From this

- I viewpoint , 150 bits would be used to describe each of 10 interesting looking peaks in those maps.

(b) Sector Surveillance and Command Distribution Service

The DSN trial design includes surveillance computers located every 50 km or~ a uni. orm
grid. Each of these collects a summary of target Information over the whole aiea withi n about
25 km of where it is located. It does this by collecting surveillance information from tracking
computers within its surveillance sector. Tracking information is passed inward towards sec-
tor nodes.
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In the absence of any communication problems the DSN must be able to report once each

second on at least 10 targets in the normal sector surveillance area without regard to where in

the area they are located. If more targets are present it may be possible to obtain one-second

reports , but they will not be assured. In general , for more targets in the area the sector sur-

veillance computer can either be selective of the targets it tracks or use more than one second

to complete a single surveillance survey of the sector. If sector nodes are not functioning and

sector surveillance areas are redefined and expanded , larger delays are allowed. Specifically,

if there are no communication link failures , then approximately one-second delay is allowed for

each normal surveillance sector that a report must traverse. In all situations , the delays-per-

surveillance sector may increase if there are substantial communication failures.

Some 1500 bits should be sufficient to represent the surveillance information for 10 targets

• the area. If so a node broadcasting its normal area of interest surveillance report as dis-

cussed in Section VI will broadcast 1500 data bits with 500 bits of error correction and other

packet-header information. The concept that each node will broadcast a surveillance report

each second results in 14.4 kbps of incoming surveillance reports and a.o outgoing at each node

as was the case for sensor reports.
In addition to reports flowing into sector nodes , there will be a flow of commands from the

sector nodes to the nodes within the surveillance sector. This will be low data rate compared

• to the reports themselves.

( c )  Special Point-to-Point Service

Some users will need assured real-time point-to-point service in the DSN , for example , al-

ternate routing when the standard one-hop-sensor-report distribution service is not adequate for

a particular tracking computer. Such users should be guaranteed a communication rate and delay.

• The circuit will have assigned a probability that any particular message will actually be trans-

ferred from end to end. That probability will usually decrease linearly with the number of hops

in the overall circuit. At any node along the route of the circuit the user must be able to ex-

tract and add data to messages as long as the outgoing link remains within the rated capacity of

the circuit . There will be needs for assured service with various capacity. For example , the

alternative routing of sensor reports to tracking computers would require 2-kb circuits .  Here

we only discuss the maximum assured capacity that the DSN must offer for users.
• A point-to-point user could be located at a sector surveillance site and need to examine in

• detail a great deal of the data at a single tracking site in the sector. In this case , the rate to

the tracking site is small — limited to a few commands — but the rate into the sector surveillance

site could be large. The tracking node of interest could change as often as every 30 seconds to

keep up with a target flying close to the speed of sound. On occasion , such data may also be

• passed on to a user many surveillance sectors away.
The high-rate data of interest might be sensor reports , sections of frequency-wavenumber

• I power maps , range-azimuth-dopp ler maps , or even raw data. Acoustic dat a may likely be one
• 

- kind of raw data. It should be possible to at least obtain raw data from a single channel of
acoustic data. Such data are gathered at a 2 -kHz rate with 16-bit samples. Assuming a very

• nominal factor of two data compression, thi s will give a I 6-kb ps data rate. Othe r data of
interest might be all the sensor data reports being used by a particular tracking computer. This

would amount to at least 8.2 X 1.5 kbps and probabl y somewhat more. Another might be a
radar clutter map of 100 X 36 = 3600 power values. Based on such considerations we require

the DSN to be able to deliver point-to-point service at rates up to 17 kbps.
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11 17-kbps circuits are to be supported , then any node must be able to deal with 34-kbps
total-circuit traffic , at least. This is the sum of the incoming and outgoing traffic. It can be
split arbitrarily between input and output , in general, and each stream can , in fact , be any
number of smaller capacity circuits. Each of the individual circuits will have its own error
rates and guaranteed capacity and delays.

Delay characteristics for point-to-point transmission should be similar to those for sur-
veillance reporting. That is , delays on the order of one-second-per-surveillance-sector tra-
ver sed are desirable. Under best conditions such small delays will be achieved , but delays up
to several seconds per surveillance sector will be allowed and sometimes experienced.

In general . a request for circuit service must be made , the system will decide if it can be
supported, and it will be granted or denied. Priority requests may result in “ ungranting ”
currently guaranteed service.

3. Strawman Communication Organization

The communication needs for DSN are considerable. As outlined in the requirements sec-

• tion above the message traffic (sum of incoming and outgoing ) at a single node can easily be

• 60 kbps or more. To achieve this kind of throughput using packet radio, special effort will
be required. Suppose the basic packet radio rate is 200 kbps. Random access or carrier-
sense access to such a channel could seriously constrain DSN performance. There are various

• options to help the situation. One is a system very much like packet radio , but with rates in-
creased by almost an order of magnitude by increasing bandwidth. A second is to use a layered
PRN to effectively increase capacity. This would involve running several PRN5 simultaneously
in the same frequency band , but with different codes, Each radio would have multiple decoders
and encoders of the signal. A third option is to recognize the structured naturc of the DSN sys-

• tern and to make use of this to coordinate node transmissions so that the available channel is

very heavily used and self-interference is minimized. This last is the option that is further

4 developed in this section to indicate how a packet radio with a 200-kbps rat e might furnish
all DSN communications. Minor changes , such as having a broadcast mode as well as a point-
to-point mode and allowing packets that do not get retransmitted if not acknowledged will be
required.

(a) Overview of Version-IA Circuits

• Veraion-IA DSN communications is modularized by ‘splitting all communications into sepa-
rate “circuits.” A ci rcuit is a particular conceptual and algorithmic construct for communica-
tions. A circuit is a time-ordered geometrical pattern of packet transmissions. Roug hly, it

is a statement that specific nodes will transmit packets in some specific order during a given
time. The algorithmic details of choosing which nodes transmit when are flexible. But there
must be an explicit algorithm for each type of circuit.

• We assign specific time intervals to each circuit. Some circuits have the potential to in-
terfere substantially with other circuits and we separate them in time to avoid this. Other cir-

• cuits may not seriously interfere with each other , and need not be separated. It takes 10 milli-
seconds to transmit a maximum-length 2000-bit packet. Therefore , we will divide each second
into 100 intervals of 10 milliseconds each , and assign some number of these 10-millisecond
intervals to each circuit.
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Version IA defines three kinds of circuits : sensor , report , and special (query) circuits.
These correspond to the three kinds of services discussed in the requirements section. Of the
100 10-millisecond time intervals in each second , 25 are allocated to the sensor circuit , 25 to
the report circuit , and 50 to the various special circuits.

The sensor circuit moves messages from each node to all its neighbors. There are no
acknowledgments , and any data that are to arrive with high probabili ty must be retransmitted
repeatedly. The messages in the sensor circuit are sensor reports.

Tht report circuit moves surveillance messages from each node to sector nodes , which ,
‘~~ turn , are expected to move the messages to a manned computer center. The report circuit
also moves occ asional control messages in the reverse direction from the sector nodes to all
other nodes. Acknowledgment is optional for each message. Because of the many paths avail-
able to or from sector nodes, an unacknowledged message has quite a high probability of arriv-
ing at its destination , though this probability goes down when report circuit traffic becomes
very heavy and the number of paths is reduced to accommodate the load. Report circuit mes-
sages are broadcast so that they may be heard by all surrounding nodes , and thereby, are also
the means by which each node knows what its neighbors are tracki ng.

Special ci rr”j its are established on request between any two nodes for data rates up to
17 kbps in one direction, and a low data rate in the reverse direction. Usually these circuits
are used to query a node and ~~~~~ ismit data , ~‘rincipally f rom the nod e to the nearest sector

• node. Acknowledgment and retranemissions are automatic for special circuits , except that
messages can be marked to be thrown away if the backlog in the special circuit exceeds one of
several limits (which , in normal situations, happens very rarely).

Higher level system functions will generally use both report and special circuits.

• (b) Communication Patterns

• We assume that simultaneous broadcasts by packet radios separated by at least 50 km casi-
4 not interfere with each other for any DSN purpose. Therefore , we want to organize communica-

tion so that only nodes separated by at least 50 km will broadcast simultaneously. This is done
by breaking the DSN Into communication cells with 50-km sides and arranging for no more than

• one node in a cell to broadcast at any given time. We illustrate the idea here in terms of the
reports circuit.

The report circuit performs three functions:

Conveys report messages from arbitrary nodes to sector nodes from
whence they are sent to manned control centers.

Broadcasts tracking results from each node to all neighboring nodes
as an aid to the tracking programs in neighboring nodes.

Broadcasts control messages from each sector node to all surrounding
nodes.

The report circuit is a circuit with a typical broadcast pattern (Fig. 11-6 ). The nodes withi n
the parallelogram constitute one communication cell. Such cells are repeated throughout the

• DSN. With rather minimal local coordination the pattern will effectively avoid communication
conflicts. The pattern is repeated once every second. As shown , the sequence of broadcasts
Is IA.. .  IF , 2A.. . 2F , 3A.. .  3F, 4, SA. . .  SF. Such a pattern can be used to move data toward
or away from the sector nodes.
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To see the flow away from the sector node , con sider the cycle starting with 4 and proceed-
ing. SA. .. SF . IA. . . IF . ZA. . . 2F. This can be used to move data away from one sector node
toward another in case the first sector node is nonfunctional , or has lost touch with the manned
computer center. Because it is capable of moving data away from sector nodes , the report cir-

• cuit is also used to broadcast control messages originating at manned computer centers and
routed through the sector nodes.

The sequence, IA . . .  IF , ZA. . . 2F , 3/ i. . .  3F, 5A.. ,  SF (4 is not used) obviously, can be

used to move dat a towards the sector node. Since the cycle is repeated once each second , re-
ports from the more distant nodes in the sector will be refreshed each second as long as there

- I are not too many single-hop communication failures. As communication failures increase , the
• 

• information flow paths to the sector node become less redundant , and eventually, the probability
of a single-cycle path existing will become low enough so the effective refresh time will become

• larger than one second.
• This communication scheme assumes that the DSN can control the time of a broadcast.

Also, the flow over multiple hops is not accomplished strictly by multi-hop communication paths
under control of the communication system. The DSN computers have access to messages in
transit and modify these messages before they are retransmitted. For example , in moving data
toward the sector node the node at SC in the pattern has probably heard IC. 3B , and 3C with
enough lead time to incorporate their information in the packet it will transmit.

Finally, we note that even with separation of 50 km between simultaneously transmitting

nodes there may be some self-interference of communications. If so , the code-division multi ple

• access (CDMA) capabilities of UPR can be exploited to solve that problem.

C. SENSORS AND SENSOR DATA PROCESSING

• • As noted In other sections of this chapter , each str awman DSN node includes a small acous-
tic array and small radar. In the following brief paragraphs we summarize the gene ral st rawm an

• 
• sensor characteristics and processing load required for those sensors. These sensors and loads

• 
• 

are only representative. This is particularly true of the radar option for which there is a need
for considerable design and analysis work before a sensor can be proposed with much confidence.

• 

• 

Low-flying targets , in general , and cruise missiles, in particular , present difficult sensor

• 20 
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problems. More detailed discussion of acoustic-signal processing and sizing will be found in

other chapters of this report.
Each node in the strawman design includes an array of 10 hig h-quality microphones dep loyed

over a plane aperture of three meters. Dig ital data are collected at the rate of 2000 samples

per second per channel. Once every two seconds one-second’s worth of arr ay data are processed

to detect targets and estimate the direction from which sound is coming at a large number of
different frequencies. Alternate one-second intervals of data are not collected and the t ime may

be used for sensor calibration or other purposes. Single-node target detection and direction

estimation makes use of high-resolution frequency-wavenumber signal processing. Detection

and estimation depend on finding increases in the amount of power that appear to arrive at the

array as a function of direction and frequency. The single-node processing load amounts to

• about 11-million real adds or mutliplies per second,

A small monostatic , coherent-pulsed-doppler , two-dimensional radar has been tentatively

• selected as the strawman DSN radar. The ~trawman radar at this time is not a serious proposal

for a specific radar , but rather , is a somewhat arbitrary selection of some possible radar char-

acteristics for the purpose of sizing comput ational requirements. The radar frequency and

other characteristics are subject to substantial changes as a result of further study. Even the

type of radar may be changed , but it is likely that our present selection would be the most com-

putationafly demanding alternative so it has been selected as a worst-case starting point. The

strawman radar is L-band (1.3 GHz). It uses a 10-kHz pulse repetition rate (PRR )  to operate
• out to about 12,5-km ranges. The antenna has approximately a 10-degree azimuth resolution

and a 30-degree elevation beamwidth. The radar scans 360 degrees using 36 beams displaced

from each other by 10 degrees. Nine beam directions are used each second. State-of-the-art

digital processing is used to detect targets in radar ground clutter and to make most effective

use of doppler shifts resulting from target motion. Targets are located within 120-meter range

cells , but with poor di rection information. The processing load , about half of which is fast

Fourier transform (FFT) computation amounts to 25-million real adds or multiplies per second
• for a single such radar.

- j H. NODE HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

The hardware configuration for each node in the Version-IA DSN is shown in Fig. 11-7.

Neither the sensor nor the packet radio are discussed further  in this Section, The other elec-
• tronic hardware is assumed to be built with currently existing integrated circuits. We have

specified this hardware to avoid compromising system performance due to the use of slower
commercial equipment. The specification of considerable computer hardware at each node will
give the most flexibility for software options. Even more computer power would be technically

• • feasible , but no well-defined requirement has yet developed. The option shown is sufficient for
- • the worst-case radar and acoustic signal processing at a node with enough spare power for other

DSN functions. Ongoing design , simulation , and experimental efforts will be used to determine
• if the processing capability represented by Fig. 11-7 will actually be required.

Except for a small amount of sensor specific and interface electronics the electronics con-
sist of a main computer , memory, and single-instruction multiple-dat a (SI MD ) stream processor.
The outline of a design for the main electronics has been completed and the number of integrated
circuits required for each electronic subsystem have been roughly estimated. For the estimates
obtained and shown on the figure the cost of the entire node built to military specifications would
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• be $120,000 if we assume that system cost is proportional to the number of integrated circuits
and the system cost per circuit is $60. The $120,000 figure is reasonable at the present time
and will probably decrease by a substantial percentage , between 30 and 50 percent each year in

the immediate future as the number of chips required are reduced. The design and these esti-
mates do not make use of special development s in very large-scale integration or of special
custom chips. Such alternatives could substantially reduce cost , size , and power consumption.

The main processor serves general-purpose computing requirements and also as an input/

• output (I/O ) channel processor for main memory. In its role as a general-purpose processor it
will perform all processing at the node, which is not more appropriately done by the faster ,

• essentially parallel, SIMD processor. This could include a substantial amount of sensory arti-
ficial intelligence (Al ) processing. Such sensory Al would be to make more effective use of
multidimensional power maps produced by single-sensor signal processing as the first step

• toward target detection and parameter estimation. The strawman design has the main pro-
cessor running an extension of the PDP- II instruction set so that it can emulate the PDP- 11 with
high efficiency. The mai n differences are :

Instruction lengths are not the same: the instructions have been refo rmatted
to allow 32-bit addressIng . 32 registers, etc.

Instructions must be treated as read only because the main processor design
includes an instructIon cache that Is not updated by data writes.

• The main processor , although it is 20 times faster than typical commercial minicomputers
• In tight-loop arithmetic computations, is still not fast enough to handle the several tens of mil-

• lions of arithmetic operations per second required for full acoustic and radar data processing.
For this purpose , a special arithmetic processor is used. This processor is a 40-element
SI MD : a single-Instruction stream , multiple-data stream processor with 10 data units and one
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instruction execution unit. Both acoustic and radar processing at a single node naturally de-
compose to be efficiently accomplished using such an architecture. The SIMD design takes
advantage of currently available high-speed, 16 x 16 , multiplier chips.

Almost all circuitry is intended to be low power. Micro-cycle times are 250 nanoseconds,
and only a little processing is done In each micro-cycle. For example, single-precision
floating-point adds are done in 750 nanoseconds in the main computer , whereas Schottky cir-
cuitry would do them In only 200 nanoseconds. The main exception to low power are 16 x 16 mul-
tiplier chips to be used by the SIMD processor. Each of those chips consume several watts of
power.

The processor outlined briefly here is not presented as the only practical option for the
• node electronics. We have pursued a specific option as part of our strawman design only to

be able to put on display one option that is feasible and will satisfy our requirements.
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III. STRAWMAN ACOUSTIC SENSORS AND SINGLE-SITE DATA PROCESSING

The st rawman DSN acoustic sensor mentioned in Chapter II consists of 10 microphones set

in a planar geometrical pattern within a 3-in aperture. In this Chapter we present more details
about acoustic signals and microphone requirements including description and sizing of the
strawman signal-processing algorithms. These algorithms are the basis for target detection

and acoustic azimuth determination.

A. ACOUSTIC SIGNALS AND MIC ROPHONES

The sound pressure levels of the acoustic signals of interest range from 10 to 100 dB ,

where the 0-dB reference level is 20 micropascals (0 . 0002 dynes per square centimeter) the

threshold of human hearing. (The unit for sound pressure level , the pascal is equivalent to a
force of one newton applied over an area of one square meter. ) The sensitivity of the micro-

phones that will be used in the small arrays is typically — 2 6  dB with reference to 1 V/pascal or
50 mV/pascal. The microphone output voltage is I ~V for a 0-dB signal and 100 mV for a I00-dB

signal. Maximum output of the microphone, 10 volts, occurs at a sound pressure level of 140 dB.
Microphone and preamplifier noise is usually between 12 and 20 dB or 4 and 10 ~j V. Ambient

acoustic noise levels range between 20 and 70 dB, and it is hoped that a 40-dE processing gain
will be achieved. Such processing will allow detection of signals at levels as low as perhaps
— 1 0 d B .

The analog voltage outputs of the 10 microphones must be appropriately digitized for signal
processing. The large dynamic range of acoustic signals and the precision that must be main-

• tam ed for all levels of the signals require a sophisticated analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion
system for the DSN sensor node. Details of the specification for such a data acquis ition sys-

• tern are discussed in Section VI. The A/D system digitizes each microphone waveform at a
• -

~ 2000 sample-per-second rate, and each sample is stored in a 16-bit floating-point number

format.

B. ACOUSTIC ARRAY PROCESSING OVERVIEW

The small acoustic-array algorithms that were described briefly and sized computationally

in the 31 March 1978 SATS have the capability to detect and compute the acoustic azimuth of

a target. However, in these algorithms, power levels are only calculated for approximately

20 azimuths at 20 different frequencies. The computations consider only horizontally propa-

• gating acoustic signals; i.e. , those signals with phase velocities equal to the speed of sound .

Thus, when targets are detected, their azimuths are computed with low resolution — to within

roughly 20 to 30 degrees.
• The acoustic array data are, however , of sufficient richness that algorithms may be applied

to the data to compute azimuth measurements with resolution of 1 to 2 degrees. This “high-

resolution” algorithm computes power levels at essentially many more frequency-wavenumber
points; and the high-resolution dat a analysis has at least an order of magnitude more computa-
tional and storage requirements.

It was originally thought that the DSN-sensor-node computational requirements could be
kept relatively modest by doing the high-resolution analysis only when targets were detected by
the lower-resolution algorithm and analyzing the data for only that range of azimuths originally
computed by the low-resolution algorithm. Thu s, the low resolution would run cont inuously; a
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I certain duration of past raw acoustic dat a would be maintained on a sliding-window basis , and
the high-resolution analysis would be performed only occasionally to refine target azimuth
measurements.

However , if 6 to 10 targets are in the coverage area, the high resolution would have to be
done for full 360-degree coverage, essentially all the time. The computational sizing for the
front-end sensor processor would have to include the worst case of the low- and hi gh-resolution
analyses running concurrently. Thus, the current approach is to size the DSN-sensor-node-
hardware requirements for continuous high-resolution data analysis. There are two major

• motivations for this decision. First , by continuously using high-resolution analysis on the
acoustic data, one always has much more accurate azimuth measurements that can be used in
the multisite location and tracking algorithms. One does not have to worry about when to switch
between low- and high-resolution algorithms. A processor designed to handle this processing
load poses no limit to the number of targets that can be detected and tracked. Furthermore,
from a research point of view, the capabi lit ies of acoust ic sensors can be more thoroughly ex-
amined with high-resolution analysis. Secondly, considering the trajectory of hardware costs ,

1 it appears appropriate to design systems assuming very large computational capabilities.

C. DETAILED ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION AND SIZING

The high-resolution frequency-wavenumber analysis required for DSN acoustic array s is
characteristic of signs’ processing tha t is done for sonar and seismic arrays . In this Section,
the details of the processing are reviewed, the magnitudes of the computation and storage re-
quirement s are sized , and it is noted that the processing can be broken into modules , a fact

that allows the use of many parallel processors executing the same operations on different data.

• 1. Overview

• 
There are two basic steps in the high-resolution analysis. First , the acoustic ar ray data

4 are processed to compute estimates of the power-spectral-density covariance matri x for the
multivariate-time waveform. Such matrices are often estimated for a set of uniformly spaced
frequencies within the Nyquist band. However, one can just as well compute esti mates of the

matrix for a general, not .iecessarily unifo rm set of f requencies. 1k’ k r 1, 2 , . . . , F, where F
- 

I is the number of frequencies of interest. In the DSN trial design. F is expected to be on the
order of 50, all frequencies between 50 and 250 Hz.

• Second , at each of the frequencies of interest , a spatial wavenumber analysis is performed.
The number of wavenumber points computed at each frequency is estimated to be approximately

• 800 to 1000. Both the azimuth and phase-velocity resolution depend on frequency, and the num-
• 

• her of wavenumber points that are calculated at each frequency depend on this resolution. The
• number of azimuths range from 50 to 250 and the number of phase velocities range from 3 to 10.

The algorithm is described followed by detailed sizing of all the arithmetic computations
and storage requirements.

-
~ 

• 
2. Input Data

The input dat a are M sampled waveforms collected from the M microphones in the DSN
acoustic sensor. Current specifications call for M 10 microphones in an array . Each of the

• microphone waveforms or channels will be sampled at an R = 2-kHz rate. An analysis interval

of TA = 2 sec is being considered. During this interval, data from only T = 1.024 sec will be
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analyzed — a total of 2048 (R ” T )  samples per channel. Some of the remainder of the t ime is
used for calibration of the data acquisition system.

The inp ut time series from each channel will be broken up into K 5 overlapping blocks ,
each of N = 512 points. Each block is multiplied by an appropriat e window and a Fourier trans-
form is performed on the block. Thus , M’~ K N-poi nt Fl~’Ts are pe rformed , resulting in K
estimates of the matrix periodograms.

3. Spectral-Density Cova r iance Mat r ix

It is important to note that all the computations described from this point are performed

for each frequency of interest. As mentioned for DSN acoustic sensors, it is expected that
there will be app roximately 50 frequencies of interest between 50 and 250 Hz.

Two basic techniques are typically used to estimate the power-spectral-density covariance
matrices, C(f k ) , k = 1, 2, ..., F. One is to smooth in the frequency domain the matrix period o-

gram of all the data for the analysis interval. The other , which is described and sized in this
• docume nt , is to average (o r sum) the K-matrix periodograms. Hybrid tech ni ques, combining

some o 1 both methods can be used , but such techni ques are not discussed here.
A n estimate of the power-spectral-density covariance matrix for frequency, tk’ is given by:

Cij
(f k ) = 

~ ~ i ~~~ ~j ~~~
• 1=1

where “ denote s complex conjugate and ~~~
1 (f ~ ) is the value at frequency 

~k of the Fou rier trans-
th thform of the 1 interval of time series dat a from the j microphone in the array. From a sta-

ti st ical point of view, the stability of this estimate is roughly the same as for the smoothing in

frequency method if K is equal to the number of frequencies in the smoothing kernel. The

computational sizing takes into account that the C(f k ) are Hermitian matrices. For each fre-
quency, the resulting matrix is then normalized to equalize power in each channel:

4
R ( f )  ij k

i~ k — 

[Cii(f k ) C
jj

(f k ) ] 1”
~

All the elements along the diagonal of R(f k ) are one.

4. Wavenumber Power Estimation

Wavenumber power estimation correspond s to a discrete two-dimensional spatial Fourier
transform with spatial sampling points determined by microphone positions. Judiciou s selection
of the sensor positions can allow utilization of fast transform techniques , but in the current
discussion, the general case will be considered.

Several power-spectral matrix modifications are done before the actual estimates of power.
First , a small diagonal matrix is added to the R(f 1) to force the matrices to be nonsingular:

R(f k ) = R(f k ) + El , k = 1, 2 F

Then, the complex R(f k ) must be replaced by their Inverses. The matrices are Hermitian , but
have no other special prope rties. Each complex matrix is decomposed into two real matrices
that are each inverted and the results recombined for the required complex inverse. The stan-
dard gaussian elimination Inversion technique has been assumed for the computational sizing.
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The fi nal step is to estimate power for each wavenumber of interest for each frequency.

Selection of a wavenuniber corresponds to computing the power of signals coming from a partic-

ular direction (azimuth) with a certain phase velocity. (A phase velocity that is equal to the

propagation speed of sound corresponds to a signal propagating horizontally across the small

• array, while a phase velocity greater than the speed of sound corresponds to acoustic r ignals

that are incident on the array at an angle from the horizontal; i.e. , the nois e source has sig-

nificant elevation relative to the array. ) In general, both the number of wavenumbers as well

as their values are depend ent on frequency. If A(f k) is the number of azimuths at frequency,

and V(f k ) is the number of phase velocities at 1k’ then the product , A(f k ) 
~ V(f k ), is the

number of wavenumbers at which power will be computed for frequency, 
~~

The estimation of power , given frequency and wavenumber, reduces to calculatin g a

Hermitian quadratic form using R 1(f k
) as the matrix and a complex steering vector , Eik. The

elements of the steering vector are complex representations of the phase delay for each of the

sensors (microphones) for a given wavenumber. Specifically, the f requency wavenumber esti-

mate of interest is:

~ ik 
= 

E~~R 1(f k ) E
lk

where i = 1, 2 A(f k ) X V(f k ), and k = 1, 2 F. The superscript , H, implies conjugate

transpose. When all the frequencies of interest are considered , this power computation will

be done W times where:

F
W = 

~ 

A(f 1) x V(f .)

Typical values of A x V for the highest frequencies of interest may be as large as 2500. Assum-

ing that the frequencies of inte rest are distributed uniformly and that both A and V are propor-

tional to the frequency, the computational sizing has assumed that W is approximately 835 )( F

4 or 42 , 000. If the steering vectors were to be precalculated , stored , and looked up as required

the storage required would be greater than 1.5-million bytes (each vector has 10 complex ele-

ments). Calculating them on the fly would require excess processing. A t entative compromise
has been selected for the computational and memory sizing in this Chapter . The memory re-

quirements are 2500 real values and 1000 complex values or a total of 9000 bytes. Each

quadratic-form computation requires one steering vector which , in turn , requires only 11 real

multiplica t ions for it s “l ook-up” and computation. The computational sizing of the quadratic

form also takes advantage of the fact that R 1(f k ) is Hermitian and the magnitudes of all the

elements of ~~ 
are all unity.

Powe r levels are computed at all appropri ate wavenumber s for each frequency of interest.
• The results are examined for peaks with two-dimensional peak-picking algorithms. A signifi-

cant peak at one or more frequencies most likely indicates a target at a particular azimuth and
- I phase velocity. A time average of the results is kept such that the most recent power-frequency-

• wavenumber results may be compared to the recent past.

5. Computational Sizing

• The parameters of the high -resolution analysis for acoustic data are reviewed in Table 111-1.

Note that the computations are done on data measured over I see in an analysis interval of
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TAB LE Ill-i
HIGH-RESOLUTION FREQ 1~ NCY WAVENUMBER ANALYSIS: PARAMETERS

M = 10 microphones or channels

TA 2 sec, data ana l ysis inte rval

T 1 .024 sec , data measurement interval

R = 2 kHz, sampling rate per channel

RI = 2048 samples per channe l processed during one anal ysis interval

K = 5 blocks into which the T data points ~ e divided with approximately
20—percent overlap

N = 512 samples per block

F = 50 frequencies of inte rest

A = 250, mcsd mum numbe r of azimuths considered in the anal ysis (at the
hi ghest freq uency of interest)

• V 10, maximum number of phase ve locities considered in the anal ysis
(at the hi ghest frequency of interest)

2 sec. The results of the computational sizing are listed in Table 111-2 , while the results of
• the storage sizing are described in Table 111-3. It is important to note that all the computational

operations listed refe r to real operations and the storage requirements assume all data are

stored in a 16-bit floating-point format.

From the tables, one learns that the high-resolution analysis requires 22-million arithmetic
operations per analysis interval or approximately 11-million arithmetic operations per second.
The memory required is approximately 185 , 000 16-bit words. Such processing requirements
represent a significant challenge to the capabilities of current minicomputers even when corn-
bined with currently available array processors.

I!
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I TABLE 111—3
MEMORY REQUIREMENTS: HIG~~-RESOLUT ION

FREQUE NCY-WAVENUMBER ANALYSIS

Words*

Input Data (double buffered) 40,960

K complex FFT s(N = 512 points) 51,200

Covariance Mattix and Scratch Pad 4,096
• Memory

Steering Vector Tables 4,500

Power vs Frequency Wavenumber Tables 84,000
(latest and average)

• Tota l 184,756

*A 16—bit floating—point format is assumed .
4 _________________________________________________________________________________________________
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IV. MuLTIS IT I :  DETECTION

The exploratory work on simple, decision-theoret ic, state-space-search algorithms
discussed in previous SATS has been completed. these  general  algorithms combine data from

several sensor sites to detect and locate targets when the data from a single sensor alone may

not be sufficient to locate a target.  The exploratory work has focused primarily on acoustic

arrays that provide only the acoustic azimuth of a target.  The algorithms convert a range of

possible geographic positions in a well-defined search-Space cell at a specified search time
into a range of possible azimuth- t ime measurements at the sensors. The conversion is a sim-

ple theoretical calculation based on geometry and the speed of sound. The azimuthal data that

are predicted are actually compared to those data that  a re  measured by the individual acoustic

• sensors. If the data match , as determined by simple in terva l  criteria , the sensor measure-

• ment is said to be a corroboration of the hypothesis that a target  did gene rate noise in a partic-

ular cell at the surveillance time. A target is declared to be in this search-space cell when

data from several acoustic sensors corroborate this hypothesis.

A. IMPROVEMEN~~ OF THE SEARCH ALGORITHM

Studie s reported in the previous SATS divided the search space into three-dimensional

boxes. Due to the computational load of calculating the exact range of azimuths corresponding

to a spherical cut through a three-dimensional cell the range of azimuths was calcul Lted only

approximately. It was decided that the approximation could be improved by the expediency of
considering only two-dimensional cells located at  fixed altitudes and for those cells calculating

exactly the possible azimuth ranges. Rec ent simulations have confirmed that the new approxi-

mation is supe rior .
A two-dimensional search-space cell is shown in Fig.IV-1. Times , t2 and t 1, define the

range of time in which azimuth measurements will be considered. The particular time that an

4 azimuth measurement is made~ tm~ 
is used to reduce the size of the predicted azimuth range

to 0(3 from the larger range, On , that is calculated from only the cell sensor geometry. This

smaller azimuth range , 0f3 , is then compared to the azimuths measured by the sensor at time ,

tm~ 
With the previous three-dimensional cell algorithm the approximation had been to use the

large azimuth range similar to On because the calculation of the more restricted interval cor-

responding to 0(3 would require too much computation. Thus , in general, the previous “3 D”

algorithms generated larger azimuth intervals than the “ ZD ” algorithm. Consequently, one ex-

pects more “false alarms ” or many more corroborations in cells without targets in the cubical
case.

To check the above assertion, several simple simulations were run in the same format  as

those reported in previous SATS. Three targets with velocities , M = 0.53 , 0.60 , and 0.65 , ( M is

mach number) are moving through the 5 km-square search-space. The respective target

altitudes are 50, 100, and 40 meters. The ZD-cell algorithm was run twice: with the as-

sumed altitude of the grid of squares (each 0.5 by 0.5 km) covering the surveillance area at al-

titudes of 0.0 and 0.65 km . which is the approximate average of the target altitudes. The ZD re-
sults were identical at the two assumed altitudes. The 3D-cell algorithm was run with cell
dimensions of 0.5 by 0.5 by 0.01 km with the base of the single laye r of cells at zero altitude.

During the 20 to 30 seconds in which the targets  were in the surveillance area , the search

• algorithms operated with 20-second delays from real time. The ZD-cell algorithms usually
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Fig.IV-2 . Detection and location of thre e moving targets. Target cells
are those cells with corroborations from all five sensors. Location of
targets at surveillance times indicated by X ’S; target trajectories by solid
lines.
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located the three cells containing the targets by eliminating all cells with corroborations from
fewer than all five sensors. The 3D-cell algorithm usually computed four or five cells with
corroborations from all sensors — the three cells with targets and seve ral erroneous ones close
to target-containing cells. Thus , the tracking of targets was more difficult since the location of
a target at particular surveillance times was often blurred across two or more cells. Further-
more , the 3D-cell algorithm always computed approximately 60 percent more total corrobora-
tions that  tended to clutter the search and make locating those cells with targets more difficult.

Further simulations have shown that both the 2D- and 3D-cell search algorithms are rather
insensitive to target altitude; i.e. , as the target ’s altitude varies over a range approxiniately
equal to the horizontal dimensions of the cell , the results of the simulation do not change. Fur-
thermore, if the altitude of search cells is greater than two or three cell widths of the target’s

true altitude , the simulation detects targets in cells adjacent to those cells that contain the cor-
rect x- and y-coordinates of the target , rather than not de tecting targets at all. This result is
due to the fact tha t although targets with identical x- and y-coordinates and different altitudes
have the same true azimuth, sound from the target with greater altitude has a longer path over
which to propagate and a different acoustic azimuth occurs. When the difference between the
cell and target altitudes is greater than three or four cell dimensions, no detections are cal-

• culated. Altitude insensitivity was also discussed in the previous SATS in the context of the
related two-station detection and location algorithm.

B. HIGHER-RESOLUTION SEARCH ALGORLI HMS

The size of the search-space cells of the simulations that have been discussed up to this

point has been relatively large — 0.5 km squares or cubes. In these “low-resolution ” algorithms .
it has been assumed that the sensors calculate azimuth measurements once a second and do not

attempt to relate sequential measu~ ements to each other . In other words , it has been assumed
that the front-end processing done at the sensor does nothing to identify sequential azimuth mea-

- 

4 surements with the track of a particula r target.
Targets with mach numbers between 0.5 and 1.0 spend between i.5 and 3.5 sec flying through

a 0.5-km cell ; thus, there is time for one or more azimuth measurements while the target is in

the cell. If the cell size is reduced to 0.1 km (100 meters), such targets spend only 0.3 to 0.9sec
within the boundaries of a cell. Often an azimuth measurement is not made within this duration .
corroborations are not calculated, and the target is not located at a surveillance time . 5earch al-
gorithm simulations that utilize 100-rn cells and once-per-second azimuth measurements without
track identification fail to locate targets in the above described scenarios. The cells in which
the targets are located neve r obtain corroborations from more than one or + wo sensors in each

surveillance time.
If one assumes that the sensor processor , in addition to calculating azimuth measurements,

can combine most sequential azimuth measurements so as to form target tracks , one can then
• interpolate between pairs of azimuth measurements to always provide an azimuth range at times

predicted by the cell-sensor geometry in the search algorithms.
The 2D-search simulation with 100-meter cells was modified to allow linear interpolation

between pair s of sequential azimuth measurements and the results are compared to those from
lower resolution noninterpolation algorithms in Figs. IV-Z and -3. It is clear that the simulation
with higher resolution more accurately defines target locations , but at an obvious computational
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cost. There are 2500 search cells (compared to 100) through which to search in the higher-
resolution simulation. This hlgher-re~olutIon situation with Interpolation between actual azi-

f muth measurements Is essentially a general multiple-site version of the two site location algo-
- I rithxn s discussed in the previous SATS.

. 1 18—2—15339 1
• S

S SENSOR LOCATIONS

~~~D~~~~~ll~~ U D
4 SURVEILLANCE TIMES I • 0 4 $ 12 16 20 sec

- Fig. IV- 3. Detection and location of th ree moving targets using fine r search
cell grid and linear interpolation between sequential azimuth measurements.

I Target cells are those cells with corroborations from all five sensors. The
locations of targets at surveillance times are indicated by x ’s; ta rget trajec-

- 

• tories by solid lines.
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$ V. ACOUSTIC MODELS, SIMU LATION, AND SIGNA L PROCESSING SOFTWARE

A model for an acoustic node in a DSN has been formulated and corresponding simulation
software has been written. The model , information about the software , and the results of a few
simulations are presented in this Chapter. The model is moderately complete, Future work
may require both simpler versions to reduce computation load in total multiple-node system
simulations and more complete versions to investigate even more detailed behavior of an acous-
tic node and associated processing. The software package also includes routines that can be
used to process experimental data. The software elements were conceived and realized as the
need arose in developing a simulator for a single acoustic node, the maximum likelihood method

(MLM) processing routines for wavenumber estimation, and prog rams to interface experimental
data with the analysis tools. The computer system environment is Unix and the computer lan-
guage is C.

A. ACOUSTIC ARRAY SENSOR MODEL

In developing a sensor model one must make a choice regarding which poin t in the da ta
acquisition and processing chain to begin the simulation. It was decided to avoid simulating the
actual temporal stochastic processes representing the pressure fields at each sensor, and to

work from a theoretical ensemble statistic basis. The point of entry is then the spectral-
covariance function which is a matrix function of frequency. For a given frequency it is the
power-spectral-density matrix whose elements are the auto- and cross-power spectral densities
between the elements of the small acoustic array located at a DSN node. It is modelled by assum-
ing ensemble statistics of the targets and their geometrical relationship with the array, along
with the ensemble statistics of some typical noise fields. This approach has the disadvantages
of bypassing the detailed effects of transduction, electronic analog amplification, anti-alias
filtering, digitization, channel imbalance, and spectral- covar iance estimation. The advantages

4 of beginning at this point are decreased execution and program development time, and the
ability to include noise fields that can not effectively be sim ulated in temporal form, i.e., that
of propagating noise from distributed sources.

1. Target and Propagation Model

• Targets are assumed to be point sources of sufficient distance from the sensor arrays such
that the pressure fields at the sensors consist of plane waves. The temporal power spectral
density at the target Is specified by 15 parameters, a1, u~~, m~; = 1, ..., 5. The spectrum is
modelled as:

( f—m 1
) 2

S(f) = a1exp 
2 2

i= 1

The representation as a weighted sum of shifted gaussians permits arbitrarily wide or narrow
peaks to be specified easily.

• Propagation is modelled by spherical spreading throug h a homogeneous medium with no
absorptive attenuation, thu s the power decreases 20 log(r) decibels for propa gation over a dis-
tance r . Because the separation between sensors Is very small compared to the total propa-
gation path, all sensors are considered to receive the same signal power level. The atmospheric
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$ homogeneity assumption degrades the model very little In terms of predicting azimuthal estima-
tion precision since the atmosphere and local environment should be approximately symmetric
as a function of azimuth. Time-varying horizontal stratifications would effect only the elevation-
angle estimates. The model omits accuracy problems due to stead y winds causing horizontal
ray curvature.

The m odel does not presently include excess attenuation above that associated with spherical
spreading. A short discussion of this issue is included here. Typical atmospheric attenuation
for a 100—Hz tone at 20°C and 70—percent humidity is 0.018 dB/f 00 m. Thus a 1.8-dB loss Is

encountered over a 10-km propagation path. At 200 Hz , the figure rises to 8 dB for the same
10-km path. These figures indicate that the absorption loss can be disregarded in comparison
to the 80-dB loss due to spherical spreading over the same distance, and it is not necessary to
include these losses in a first-order model. However, when a substantial portion of the propa-
gation path Is through foliag e surrounding the array, the model may need to be altered. Addi-

-; t ionally, all channels are assumed to be matched in gain so that the total signal power outpu t
obtained from each of the channels Is identical .

For modelling purposes, the state of the target is defined completely by its position and
velocity, and we make the additional assumption that geometrical considerations allow for iden-
tical doppler shifts to be perceived at all sensors. We also consider only targets with speed
less than the speed of sound. Under these constraints , and assuming that the time series gen-
erated by the source Is a locally stationary random process, we may write the power- and
cross-spectral densities at the sensors for a given time as a function of the target- power-
spectral density, the target state, and the sensor locations. The cross-spectral density for

th ththe I and j  sensors Is:

-

• 

P~~(f) = ~~~~~~~~~~ exp (j 2ir f y 
r1-r.

where

= [ 1_ V
r /C~

. v~, the radial velocity of the target with respect to 
~~~~

sensors (rn/see)

c = velocity of sound In air (rn/see)

• S(f) = target- power-spectral density at I m

= distance from target to the ~
th sensor (meters)

f  = temporal frequency (Hz) .

Since air is assumed to be a linear medium at the sound pressure levels we encounter , and the

- - sources are assumed to be Independent , the cross-spectral density for multi ple targets is just
the sum of the individual contributions.

2. NoIse Models

The model takes into account three type s of noise that might be present at the array. The
first, and most important, Is spatially Independent and homogeneous random noise Introduced
by wind turbulence around the microphone and thermal noise in the channel electronics. The
second Is Isotropic noise that plays an Important role In underwater acoustics, but Is much less
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Important in atmospheric acoustics. Finally, we include ring noise , so named because it is the
field emanating from a ring of distributed sources in the plane of the array.

a. Spati ally Uncorrela ted Noise

Spatially “white ” noise is generated primarily by local turbulence caused by wind passing
the Individual microphones. Sy8tem thermal noise will typically be insign ific ant relative to

real acoustic noise. One-third octave-band measurements for 40- and 30-km winds on micro-
phones with and without wlndscreens have been normalized to i-Hz bandwidths and are graphed

• fJ!-2—15 3401

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

10 - WIND 3ok mh NORMALIZED TO
— NO WINDScWEES 1Hz BANDWIDTH

10 100 1000 10.000

Hz

4
Fig.V-1. Measured wind noise and jet aircraft spectra. Measurements
made with 1/3 actIve smoothing. Aircraft data adapted from “Acquisition ,

• Reduction , and Analysis of Acoustical Data,” NADC Report No. AWG-SU
Dept. of the Navy, Naval Development Center, Warminster, PA (1974) .

• Noise data adapted from L. L. Beranek, Noise and Vibration Control,
(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1971).

in Flg. V-i. As one can see from the graph, the data are fl at at low frequency and roll off at
25-30 dB/decade at high frequency. The model generates the theoretical noise-spectral-
covarlance function as:

2

- • 

= 
W 

+ f2 ~

where f0 is the nominal cutoff frequency, 7,~~ Is the power in the noise below the cutoff frequency.
I and j  are the sensor Indices , and Is the Kronecker delta function. The roll-off is thus
modelled as 20 dB/decade. The data Indicate that f should be 30 Hz and Is chosen according
to wind conditions and microphone characteristics. The wtndscreens used for the measurements
(Fig. V-I )  are optimized for Intellig ibilIty and speaker artifact reduction. It is probable that

• — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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better windscreens for tru e wind noise reduction over the frequency band important to aircraft

detection will be developed , so tha t we may obtain even better noise reduction in the future.

b. Isotropic Noise

Isotropic noise is defined as a superposition of planewaves propagating from all directions

with a uniform statistical level. Since a temporal simulation would require generating an in-

fi nite sum of inf ini tesimal ti me ser ies, we can clearly only include this noise field in a simula-

tion starting at the ensemble statistical level.
It can be shown that the frequency-wavenumber spectrum, wh ich can be measured by a

planar ar ray in a three-dimensional isotropic noise field , is given by:

S (f)X 2
P ( f , k) = z II I < 1/A

L I —  ( A l k i )  I
where S5(f) is the power/unit bandwidth distribution in frequency, k , is the two-dimensional

vector wavenumber , and A Is the wavelength of the sound at frequency, f.

Taking the inverse Fourier transform in space, leads to a spectral-covariance function:

P1~(f) = S~ (f) sine (2 .~ r13
)

where r1~ Is the distance between sensor I and j.
There are currently no data available on sound pressure levels of this type of noise in the

atmosphere.

c. Ring Noise

One would expect a greater amount of propagating noise with wavenwnber magnitudes close

to i/x emanating from surface sources rather than a uniform level from the entire hemisphere

above. The limiting case Is a ring of sources in the plane of the sensors. For this model, the

4 frequency-wavenumber function Is:

~ 
SR (f) o ( I ~~I — 

I/A)
k) = Zir/X

which leads to the spectral- covariance function:

h r  r..
P1~ (f) = SR (f) 

~c ~ 
‘
~

where Is the zeroth_order Bessel function and all the other variables are as defined above.

There are currently no data available on sound pressure levels of this type of noise in the

- • atmosphere.

- I 
~~• Discussion of Signal-to-Noise Ratios

Figure V-I shows a noise spectrum for a jet aircraft. Actual data were measured using

a 1/3-octave-band spectrum analyzer on measurements made at a distance of 10,000 feet. For

the figure , these were corrected for spherical spread ing back to a one-meter distance and no

allowance was made for absorption losses. The corrected spectrum shows a 130 dB peak at
• 125 Hz. SInce these data were taken with a 1/3-octave-band analyzer , the fine structure of the

spectrum is lost. It Is probable that the actual spectrum has more of a line nature , and the
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third-octave plot is indicative of the average of a I-Hz resolution spectral estimate, An array
with windscreened sensors in a 30-km h wind might have 40 dB of spatially uneorrelated sensor
noise at 125 Hz. Thus , the SNR at the sensors, disregarding absorption losses, is approximately

10 dB for a 10— km target-to-array distance (disregarding other directional sources) . One
should realize that the figures stated are all averages , and the instantaneous SNR may vary

wildly due to propagation-path disturbances and local wind conditions.

4. Model Limitations

The major weakness of the model just described consists of its omission of the imperfections
of estimating the spectral matrices. Using even the simplest method of covariance estimation ,
the dyad of a vector consisting of one complex frequency sample from the discrete Fourier trans-
form of a block of data from each channel, one can encounter gross nonstationarity within the
interval required for one time-series data block to be acquired (typ ically 0.25 to I sec). The
nonstationarity arises as a result of the nonzero velocity arid accleration of the target. Within

one block length, the position of the aircraft and its doppler shift seen at the array may change
dr amatically. As an example, if we consider a target travelling at mach 0.5, with a closest

point of approach of 250 m and a time block length of 0.25 sec centered on data generated at the
time of closest approach, a received spectral line would change 8 percent in frequency du ring
the block. The azimuth of the target would also change about 8 degrees during the same period.
The problems with nonstationarity of this sort also precludes the use of large amounts of spatial-
covariance matrix averaging to generate more stable estimates for some target scenarios.

• However, note that these examples are very extreme and the model does retain its validity for

targets at distances greater than I kin, and for those that travel more slowly.

B. SOFTWARE

The fi rst step in the development of a software package for modelling, simulat ion, and pro-

• cea sing of experimental data was to begin to standardize the functions and structures needed ,

and to consolidate them into one flexible and (hopefully) easy-to-use tool kit. This approach will
allow fast software development, easy communications between members of the research team,
and prevent unnecessary duplication of effort. To this end , an effort ha s been made to develop

In the language “C” , under the Unix operating system, a comprehensive numerical processing
library, a set of data structures for recurrent data types encountered in the types of processing
foreseen, and the basic graphics and i/O routines needed for operator interaction with the data
and processing results. Such software is described in this Section. It constitutes a first version

• of part of the software that will eventually be used for both single-site and total-system simula-

tions as well as actual software for future experimental efforts. This software will be under-
going continuing modification and expansion as we proceed to more simulation and experimental
work In the future. Also outlined are some Interactive analysis and simulation packages that
have been built out of the blocks.

- 
- I . Building Blocks

There are several elements of the basic software :

(a) Data structures
(b) Numerical routines, particularly for matrix operations
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(c) I/O routines
(d) Graphics routines
(e) Memory management and error handling.

Following is an overview of the important data structures and major matrix operations. More
details, includ ing information about i/O. graphics, and memory management will be available
In a separate working paper under preparation.

a. Data Structures

Various data structures whose subject-to-change description constitute part of our software
package and evolving standards, are described In this Section.

The matrix (including the vector as a special kind of matrix) is a very common data type
Involved in signal processing, detection , and estimation algorithms. A convenie nt construct
for passing arbitrarily typed and dimensioned matrices is required , and the explicit passing of
additional parameters such as size and data type must be eliminated. To achieve this , instead
of passin g a pointer to the first element of an array, passing explicit dimensions, and usin g t he
data type declared in the subroutine to infer a structure, matrices are passed via a single pointer
to a data structure. This data structure called “ma-struct ” includes information specif ying the
dimensions of the matrix, byte requirements for each element , and the starting address of the
actual data. The current structure is adequate for up to three dimensions, respect ively denoted ,
planes, rows, and columns, and has an additional parameter for singling out one “plane” so that
2-dimensional operators can be passed 3-dimensional arrays without ambiguity. The structure
also Includes the data type of the elements of the matrix so that no a priori information about
the matrix is needed by a routine operating on the matrix.

There also exists a clear need for easy manipulation of complex quantities in general nu-
merical procedures but the C language does not include a complex data type. To provide this ,
we have defined a complex structure that is treated as one element. In subroutine links, scalar
complex quantities are passed via pointers to the address of the first byte of the real part. Of
course, some knowledge by the subroutine of the data precision is required to interpret correctly
the data passed. The present standard Is double precision, thus one complex number requires
16 bytes of storage.

There are also structures designed for more specific needs. These include the “out” struc-
ture, which Is usually defined as one element of a vector and is used to store the indices and

• value of one array element that has been singled out for some reason. The “info ” structure is
used to hold additional information pertaining to a matrix, typically, information regarding the
information needed to make plots of matrices in some form. This may eventually be coalesced
Into the matrix descriptor structure ‘ma—struct” descrIbed above. The “loc-struct” data struc—

- 

- ture Is typically one element of a vector. It consists of three elements, x, y, and z, and is
useful for passing an arr ay of 3-space coordinates. The “etab” structure is used as one element
of a matrix and can hold the wavenumber, angular coordinates, and power estimate at the stored
wavenumber. The “desc ’ structure is used as a header to data files containing complex fre-
quency estimates. It specIfies the Indexing information associated with the list of values to fol-
low, and the array that was used to obtain the data.
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b. Numerical Operators

Following Is a summary of the main general matrix operations that have been implemented.
Existing routines for manipulating matrices were written to manipulate complex matrices since
that was the immediate need.

DECOMP reduces one plane of a 3-dimensional array to upper triangular form
and saves pivot information. Numerical stability is enhanced by
pa rtial pivoting in the gaussian elimination algorithm used.

SOLV E uses the triangularized matrix “A” from DECOMP and a vector argu-
ment “b” to solve Ax = b for the vector x ”.

CINV computes the inverse of a planar matrix using DECOMP and SOLVE.

DOT PROD computes the dot product of two vectors: z = xHy, where H denotes

conjugate transpose.

NORMA L normalizes the diagonal elements of a planar conjugate symmetric
matrix to 1, and divides the off-di agonal elements by t he square

root of their corresponding row and column diagonal elements.

OUTPROD computes the outer product of two vectors: R = xy H.

• OUTPRUD is the same as OUTPROD, but adds the result of the outer product
to the previous contents of the R matrix.

PKLOC finds all local maxima (excluding boundary points) of a planar matrix
or vector.

QUADR computes the quadratic form of the vector “x ” with the matrix “A”
Hand returns the double precision result , “y” : y = x Ax.

4 STABIL computes A = A + Ta where “A” is a plane matrix , “I” is the identity
matrix, and “a” is a real scalar .

TRANSFO computes y = Ax where “A” is a plan matrix and “x ” and “y ” are

vectors.

MULTM forms the general matrix product AB where “A” and “B” can be

selected planes from higher-dimensional matrices.

SUMC computes a general linear combination of matrices: A = aA + bB
where ~~~ and “b” are complex. SUM is a version with “a” and

“b” real.

GRAMS Orthonormalizes a set of vectors that are the rows of a planar

• matrix. The rows linearly dependent on the previous row s are
returned as zeros.

k 2. HIgher-Level Analysis and Simulation Packages

The building blocks outlined above were brought together In several routines to synthesize
some useful functions. The following Is not a complete list of routines , but is an outline of most
of the functions available.

L •~~



GETDA T (GET DATa )

This is the main driver routine from which all simulation and pro-
cessing routines can be called. The functions available from
GETDA T include:

• constructing sensor location files with the proper format

• reviewing sensor files

• generating estimates of the covariance matrices at selected

frequen cies, and the abilIty to print them out.

• magnitude, phase, real part and imaginary part plots of the fre-
quency data to be processed.

• calling the MLM freq uency-wavenumber est imator to operate on
power- spectral- density matrices.

• calling the source simulator (SOURCE)

• generation of simulated spectral-density matrices via the estima-
tion procedure used on real data.

M LM ( Maximum Likelihood Method)
This routine performs MLM wavenumber estimation on selected
planes of the three-dimensional matrix supplied. The main functions
provided are:

• normalize and invert the spectral matrix with optional numerical
stabilizat ion, and pe rform power estimates over a specified grid
size and density in wavenumber space.

• estimate the power of a single location in wavenumber space.

4 • plot a contour map of the wavenumber spectrum.

• locate all local maxima in the wavenuinber spectrum and store
their energy and location parameters for later output.

• plot a slice through the estimator output matrix.

SOURCE Is the simulator for generating the theoretical spectral matrices for
arbitrary target scenarios and noise fields. The functions available
are:

• define , store and recall files containing the geometry of sensor

• arrays.

• defi ne, store and recall particular target scenarios and spectral
statistics.

• calculate and display beam patterns for arbitrary planar untapered
arrays.

• move targets according to stored velocities and positions.

• generate the theoretical spec t ral-cov ariance function for the tar-
get scenario and array geometry .
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• generate the theoretical  spectral-covariance funct ion for f requency_

dependent , spatiall y uncorrelated noise , isotropic noise w i t h  a flat

temporal spectrum, and ring nois wi th  a flat temporal spectrum.

• call the MLM routine to process the syn the t i c  data.

• disp lay all model parameters and plots of target point spectral

densities,

C. RESULTS

The software described above can be used to simulate part of the funct ions  of an acoustic

node and to process actual acoustic data. Both hav e been done and som e results are described

here. First we show an example of a simulation result based on the theoretical spectral-

covariance matrix for the case of wind noise and two aircraft.  In the future  it will be possible

to use more extensive runs of the same kind to generate moderately realist ic single-acoustic

node inputs for multiple-site DSN simulations. Second , the results of simulation of a single-

dyad spectral- covariance- matrix estimator and frequency-wavenumber analysis using that

matrix are presented. This simulation indicates the degenerate multiple-target results that

can be obtained using the single-dyad estimator. Finally, the results of analysis of real multiple

target acoustic data are presented. The analysis of real data also confir ms the limitation of
single-dyad spectral-matrix estimation , confirms the improvement that can be obtained using
multiple-dyad estimates, and demonstrates some of the r ich alternatives for processing and

interpretation of acoustic data.
Figures V-h and V-3 show wavenumber processing results obtained using theoretically pre-

dic ted power-spectral-density matrices. The model software was used to construct power-
spectral matrices for situations with two targets located 5 km from the array and for micro-
phones with windscreens operating in a 30-kmh wind. The aircraft were modeled as independent
sources radiating at 100 Hz. For Fig. V-2 both sources were 130 dB and for Fig. V-3 the level
of the source to the northeast was reduced to 120 dB. Using the data from Fig. V-I for micro-
phones with windsc reens, a 30-k mh wind , and 130-dB sources at 100 Hz , we predict an I1-dB
SNR at the array for sources at 5 km. In Fig. V-2 , both sources are at 130 dB and the wave-

number processing ou tput shows two sharply defined peaks at the correct locations with the same
magnitude. The two real peaks are about 17 dB above all secondary peaks and perhaps 20 dB

above the average background in the figure. For an inpu t SNR of i - f  dB this situation must

roughly correspond to an array gain of 20 — 11 = 9 dB. This compares favorably with the theo-
retical beaxn forming gain for the simulated array which is 9. 5 dB. Figu re V-3 shows the simu-
lated wavenumber analysis obtained with one of the sources reduced to 120 dR. For that lower
level sou rce , the predi ted input SNR is only 1 dB. Both peaks are still sharply defi ned and the
lower Is still 8 to 10 dB above the noise floor , approximately the processing gain.

The same wavenumber analysis for the same situations as Figs. V-h and V-3 was repeated .
but using a theoretical single-dyad estimator of the aircraft-signal-spectral matrix rather than
usi ng the theoretical spectral matrix. The theoretical estimator roughly models the estimation
of an element of the spectral matrix as the product of the Fourier transform of the channels
corresponding to the row and column indexes of the matrix. From a matrix point of view this
is the same as forming a column vector with the 1th ele ment corresponding to the Fourier trans-

form of the ~
th channel in the array and estimating the spectral matrix as the outer product of

this vecto r with itself. Hence the term , single-d yad estimator. For the simulation , an ident ity
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Fig. V-h . Results of maximum likelihood wavenumber
analysis of theoretical spectral covariance matrix gen-
erated by model. Dashed circle indicates locus of

• points corresponding to a horizontal speed equal to the
speed of sound. Situation modelled was two 130-dB
sources located 5-km away. Source directions are
east and northeast. Noise conditions for microphones
with windscreens in a 30-kmh wind were used. The
frequency of the analyses and modelling is 100 Hz.
Contours shown are at 3-dB Intervals. Below the

• lowest contour the x ’s denote the locations and dB
values for all local maxima.
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analysis of theoretical spectral covarlance matrix.
Situation same as for Fig. V-2 except that power level
of source to the northeast Is reduced by 10 dB.



with enough power to represent the wind noise was added to the outer product of the theoretical
signal vectors. The single-dyad estimator has been used in the past to obtain results we have
reported in previous SATS reports. Here we indicate  its serious shor tcoming in the presence
of mult iple targets.

The di f f icu l ty  with  the single dyad is tha t  data consist ing of the sum of two phase vectors
from two independent point s o u r-e s  wi l l  generate extraneous cross terms in the outer product.
In order to i l lustrate thi~,, le t  X 1(f )  and X 2

( f )  be spectral vectors from two sources, i.e., if
x~

(t)  is the vector of acoustic t ime-se r ies  observations due to source i , and T is an observation
interval of length T, then let

X~~(f)  T 
~ T 

x .( t )  exp [ —j 2 i ~f t J d t  .

With this def in i t ion , the theoretical s~rigle-d yad spectral-matrix estimator for the sum of the
two signals is:

P(f 0) = [X ( f )  + X2 (f 0
) ) [X (f 0

)

X ( f 0)X~~( f )  + X2 (f 0)X~
T (f 0

)

+ 2Re [X (f )X~~(f ) J

where the f irst  two terms are the theoretical spectral-covariance matrix. We would like the
third term to be zero, but in general, that is not even approximately true.

Fortunately, an estimator constructed by averaging simple estimates of the above form
over time is asymptotically unbiased and consistent. That is, the third term averages out to
be zero if enough independent terms are averaged. An intui t ive way to see that this might be

• t rue is to consider and x 2 as independent random processes with nonzero bandwidth. If we
do a complex spectral analysis of x at time, t, the component at f0 will have some magnitude
and phase, X ( f 0)~ t .  The same will be true for X 2 (f 0)~ t .  Since the Fourier transform is
linear, the output will be X ( t 0

) + X2 (f0) I  t .  If we then do another spectral decomposition at
t = t2, the nonzero bandwidth o’ the processes will cause the phase relations of processes

• x 1(t 2 ) and x 2 (t 2 ) at frequency f0 to have changed. Thus, the real par ts of ~~ (f 0) X~~(f 0) wi ll
assume another random value, with mean value zero, whereas the terms will , of course~
still be coherent with themselves, and the estimator should approach the ensemble value as
rrore terms are averaged (within the limits of stationarity). The practical diff icul t ies  of ob-
taining a valid estimate in this fashion are a function of the bandwidth and the stationarity of the
processes, x 1(t) and x2

(t) ,

The results of using a theoretical single-d yad spectral-matrix est imator as described above
are shown In FIgs.V-4 and V-S. In Fig.V-4, for sources of equal strength the wavenumber pro-
cessor failed to locate the peaks correctly, and the peaks that did occur were barely above the
nois ” floor, in Fig. V-5 , with the source from the northeast at 10 dB lower than the source
from the east, the processor located the stronger peak correctly, but with  not nearly the SNR
output of the Fig, V-3 case, and failed to locate the weaker source correctly. In both cases,
the noise floor was not as low as in the pr ev ious results with the true covariance matri’~.

• Finally, a series of experiments using real data hav e been completed that confirm the pre-
dicted performance of acoustic arrays using single- and multiple-dyad spectral estimates and
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also fur t her demonstr at e t he rich ness of the acoustic array data source. Figures V-6 . V-i . and
V-8 show typical single-channel spectra for a U-8 propeller aircraft and an A-7 jet aircraft.
The U-8 is approximately 6.7 km due west of the sensor site and the A-7 is approximately 8.6 km
due east. These data were added together to obtain time series containing both aircr aft as well
as noise. The spectrum for the sum is shown in Fig. V-8. In addit ion to the targets there are
spectral cont ributions present from a generator located northwest of the array. There is also
a great deal of system noise at 60 and 180 Hz , probably due to grounding problems. The 13-8
data by itself , the A-7 data by itself , and the summed data were all used in array processing
experiments reported below.

• Figures V-9, V-i0, and V-li  show the results of wavenumber processing of the summed
time series at frequencies selected so that either the 13-8 or A-? source dominated. In Fig. V-9 ,
the single-dyad estimator is adequate to make a good detection of the A-7 at (05 Hz where its
power is very large compared to the U-8. Figure V-iO shows that the single-d yad est imator

• is able to detect the U-8 at 117 Hz where its energy is approximately 8 dB greater than the A-7 .
Note that the A-7 is not located at all. The results in Fig. V-il  for a 5-dyad average at 117 Hz
show that the A-7 can be detected in the presence of the more powerful U-8 with the better esti-
mator, and the processor output noise floor is decreased by about 3 dB overall.

Figures V-il through V-IS document further the improvements obtained by time-averaging
covariance matrices but now for the case of targets of approximately equal strength. Figure V-il
shows a single-dyad detection obtained using the A-7 data corresponding to the spectrum shown
in Fig. V-7. The frequency of analysis was 100 Hz. Figure V- -f 3 gives the results of using a
single-dyad spectral-matrix estimator and wavenumber analysis at 100 Hz for the U-8 data cor-
responding to the spectra shown itt Fig. V-6. At (00 Hz the 13-8 noise is not significant and the
most importan t noise source is a motor generator set located to the northwest of the sensor
array. The peak corresponding to this is clear in the figure. The poor results of trying to
simultaneously locate the generator and A-? in the sum of their time series via a single-dyad
spectral-matrix estimator can be seen in Fig. V-14. Note that no correct detections were made.
The results of averaging eight covariance dyad s to yield the fi nal estimate are shown in Fig. V- 15
for the same general time period as was used for Fig. V- -H. In this figure , both targets are
detected very distinctly with an overall SNR better than the single sources alone with the simpler

• estimator.
It is informative to review these last processing results in the context of our theoretical

model for a node to see if real data are consistent with the model. From Fig. V-f 5 the process-
ing output noise floor relative to the A-i is at about — -15 dB. Our wavenumber analysis using
a theoretical spectral matrix showed an array gain of 9 dB. If we assume that 9 dB was achieved
for the experimental data then the input SNR for the A-? (exclusive of the generator noise) on

• • the summed data was about 4 5 — 9 = 6 dB. A range of 8.6 km gives about 79-dB loss due to geo-
metrical spreading and a microphone with windscreen in a 30-kmh wind would have about 42 dB
of wind noise at 100 Hz (Fig. V-i) . For these conditions and the observed SNR the implied source
sound level Is 42 + 79 + 6 = 127 dB. The correct value for this a i rcraf t  is not known but the
value of 427 dB is certainly reasonable In the light of the smoothed , but typ ical data shown in
Fig.V-1.
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The A-7 acoustic range is approximately 8.6 km and the 13-8 acoustic range
is approximately 6.7 km at the time of analysis. Note the clear peak corre-
sponding to the A-7.
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In conclusion, processing the time-series data by averaging dyad-spectral-covariance
estimates over time, and applying maximum likelIhood , high-resolution, wavenumber process-
ing continues to be very promising. Also, the model that has been developed appears to rea-
sonably represent expected performance of an acoustic node in a simple multiple-target

environment.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

One goal of the DSN project for FY 79 is to record and analyze more acoustic array data.
The acoustic data that were recorded in the Ft. I luachu ca experiments were recorded with an
analog recording system and later digitized and analyzed . A sophistica ted digital data acquisition
system can record the analog data with greater precision over the full dynamic range , allowing
pot ent ially more powerful signal processing. Digital signal processing is of significant interest
since a large effort will be spent on investigating whether acoustic arrays can detect targets in
the presence of high levels of ambient noise — population , auto mot ive , etc. The purpose of this
Section is to discuss design issues and present preliminary specifica tions for a digital data
acquisition system to be developed and used in the coming year .

A. ACOUSTIC DATA ACQUISITION ISSUES

The sound sources of interest , i.e., aircraf t , in the DSN environment emit sounds with -:

sound pressure levels as high as 120 to 150 dB in a i-Hz bandwidth when measured at a distance
of I m. (All sound pressure levels are measured wi~h reference to the threshold of human near-
ing. 20 micropascals. where I pascal represents a pressure of a force of 4 newton applied over
an area of I m2 .) It is assumed that in the DSN environment , the sound will be measured in
arrays that are between 100 m and 30 kin from the source. Assuming attenuation due to spheri-
cal spreading and the atmosphere , acoustic signals in the 5- to 500-Hz frequenc y band of inter-
est at the acoustic arrays will have Sound pressure levels between 10 and 110 dB — a dynamic
range of 100 dE. Ambient noise levels at the se frequencies due to the environment range from
20 to 70 dB.

The high-quality microphones that wj fl be used as acoustic transducers in the DSN sensor ,
typically, have sensitivities of —26 dB referenced to I V per pascal or 50 my per pascal . Thu s,
0- and 00-dB acoustic signals produce output voltages with peak-to-peak values of I ~oV and

4 100 mV. respectively. The frequency response of such microphone s is flat from approximately
4 H z to 10 kHz . Given the low level of ou tputs of the microphone s, the preamplifier and anti-
allasing filter must be desIgned specifically with low-noise components.

An A/D system must have a dynamic range that covers at least 100 dB, which is equivalent
to 16 bits plus a sign bit. Even the lowest level signals must be represented with significant
resolution — at least 5 or 6 bits. The dynamic range combined with the resolution that must be
maintained for all levels of signal would require a linear A/D converter with greater than 20 bits
of resolution. Considering the current state of technology , a 20-bit converter with any useful
degree of temperature stability is essentially impossible to realize. Two alternate approaches
are being considered to realize the A/D requirements: a floating-point A/D conversion system

• and a logarithmic A/D converter .
One possible technique used to realize a floating-point linear A/D converter system is to

have control logic automatically sense the signal level and set the gain of a programmable-gain
amplifier (for example , in binary-related steps of 1, 8, and 64) such that the signal seen by a

14-bi t A/D converter is maintained at a relatively large fraction of full scale. In this way, the
dynamic range requIrement is satisfied since the product of the two ranges. 64 X Is in excess

- - of 400 dB. The resolution requirement is also met since even at those gain-switching points
where the A/D receives only one-eighth its full-scale input, the least significant it  bits still

• operate. The programmable-gain amplifier can be controlled by logic that includes several



comparators or a microprocessor system in which each waveform to be digitized would be

sampled twice: once with unity gain to determine the gain , and the second time wi th the appro-

priate gain. Othe r techniques of realizing a floating-point A/ I) conver ter system are currently

being inves tigated.
In a logarithmic converter , each st ep, or bina ry incr ement , is made to vary successively

in size to give the best fit to a true logarithmic curve. The resulting step size is a ii~ed pro-

portion of the inpu t voltage signal. Resolution is not a percentage of full scale , but is a percen t-

age of the current input level. A 15-bit logarithmic converter exceeds the dynamic range and
resolution performance of the above mentioned floating-point converter. Special-purpose logic
and an Inverter are required to sense the polarity of the input signal . inver t it if it is negative .
and include a sign bit In the result . The actual technique for dig itizing the acoust ic signals in

the DSN system has not yet been chosen.
Recording data with more than a I00 -dB dynamic range with only several bits of resolution

is routinely done in low-data-rate seismic systems for earthquake monitoring and at rates

approaching our requirements in high-frequency seismic systems used in oil and gas exploration.

Thus constructing the digital data acquisition system is not a matter of extending technology as

it is of using and adapting current technology.

B. DSN EXPERIMENTAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

In FY 79. acoustic array data will be recorded digitally onto magnetic tape and later ana-

lyzed off line. In the data acquisition system of an actual DSN node , the analog f ront end will

present digital data to the nodal processor for real-time processing. In both systems, the ana-

log front end will be essentially the same .
The DSN acoustic array may include up to 10 microphones. The frequencies of interest are

between 5 and 500 Hz. To assur e accurate digital representations of the signals , each of the

10 channels will be low-pass filtered (the anti-aliasing filters will have a 500-Hz cutoff frequency

and a 60-dB-pe r-octave attenuation rate) and sampled at a 2 -kHz rate — a total system throughput

of 20 kHz .
Following Is a summary description of what we believe will be developed in FY 79 as an

• I appropriate DSN data acquisition facility. The experimental data acquisition system will either

contain an analog front end with automatic gain-ranging A/D or with a programmable-gain A/D
with a microprocessor to control the gain of the A/D. A minicomputer will be used to control

the overall system and to transfer digital data words (16-bit encoded) to the minicomputer which

will format the data for recording onto noncontinuously recording (standard record gap) magnetic

tape . The minicomputer will also include appropriate time markers and other pertinent infor-

• mation with the data. Two tape drives will be required since one 2400-foot tape reel will hold

• only approximately 12 to 14 minutes of data and often one-half to one hour of continuous data may
• be required.

Initial operation of the digital acquisition equipment will depend on commercial 110-V AC

power. However , It Is expected that battery operation for field experiments may be required in

the future.  Continuously operating generators cannot be considered because of the large amount

of acoustic noise they would generate. Plans will be formulated for future operations using bat-

terles and inverters In conjunction with recharging using either generators or commercialpower .

The specifications presented here briefly are rather severe: a 10-channel A/D system with

100 dB of dynamic range , more than 30 dB of resolution over this range , and a 20-kH z system



___________ -~~~ “~~~~

throughput. It should be emphasized that these specifications define an experimental system
that will be used for research. The results of the Investigations may Indicate that some of the
data acquisition system requirements can be relaxed . However . It is important that In studying
the capabilities of acoustic sensors, the most complete and most accurate digital representations
of acoustic signals be utilized. Thus one is assured that the performance of the detection and
location algorithms depend on the characteristics of the acoustic signals and sensors. When
these algorithms are more fully developed and their dependence on input data has been analyzed ,
perhaps, less demanding requirements for a DSN data acquisition system may be sper.ified.
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